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Abstract 

 

Study Aim: The study aims at investigating the impact of inquiry learning strategy 

on developing reading comprehension and self-regulation among ninth graders in 

Gaza.  

Study Sample: The study sample was chosen intentionally from Al- Nusiarat ―A‖ 

girl prep school, where (76) female students participated in the study.  

Study Approach: The experimental approach, with a pre and post design for two 

equivalent groups (experimental and control) were implemented. Reading 

comprehension skills checklist, a pre- post reading comprehension skills test, and a 

self-regulation scale were the data collection tools.  

Study Results: The study results showed that there were  statistically significant 

differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the total mean scores of the reading  comprehension test 

between the students who learn through using inquiry learning strategy (experimental 

group) and those who learn through the traditional method (control group) in the 

post-test. And these differences were in favor of experimental group. Also the results 

showed that there were  statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the total 

mean scores of self-regulation between the students who learn through using inquiry 

learning strategy (experimental group) and those who learn through the traditional 

method (control group) in the post-test. And these differences were in favor of 

experimental group. Also the results showed that using inquiry learning strategy has 

high impact on developing reading comprehension and self-regulation among ninth 

graders in Gaza. In the light of the study results the researcher observed a remarkable 

effect of  inquiry learning strategy on developing reading comprehension and self-

regulation. 

Study Recommendations: The study suggested the necessity of implementing 

inquiry learning strategy in teaching English language to achieve better outcomes in 

students' competence in English language. The study also recommended that teachers 

are advised to use inquiry learning strategy in teaching Reading Comprehension 

skill, holding educational courses and workshops for teachers in general and of 

English in particular in employing inquiry learning strategy to enrich the teaching 

learning process and develop students' reading competence. It was also suggested 

that further research should be conducted on the effect of the inquiry learning 

strategy on different areas of learning English language and other school subjects. 
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Chapter I 

 Introduction 

1.1 Background of The Study  

Reading is the process of extracting meaning from written material. The main 

aim of teaching reading is to train students to read efficiently and quickly enough so 

that they can get information or meaning from the written material rapidly and with 

full understanding. However, there are many problem that face elementary school 

teachers in teaching reading due to the different writing systems between Arabic and 

English where Arabic is read from right to left unlike English which is read from left 

to right. 

Comprehension is an essential part of learning; it is also a complex process 

with many levels of understanding. Ideally students will gain a comprehensive 

understanding of what has been  read, but that is not always the case. It is necessary 

for educators to understand how a student interacts with text so that he/she can 

discover which strategy instruction will be better. Good modeling and implementing 

strategy instruction is the best way for students struggling with reading 

comprehension to see how the process works. 

―Readers should understand what they read‖ (Teele, 2004, p. 92). They 

should actively involve with the text, and be aware of the processes they use to 

understand what they read. 

Teaching reading comprehension strategies should be implemented over long 

periods of time through parents and teachers who have knowledge and experience 

using these strategies. Reading comprehension strategies must be refined, practiced 

and reinforced continually throughout life stages. Even in the middle grades and high 

school, parents and teachers need to carry on helping their children develop reading 

comprehension strategies. As their reading materials become more diverse and 

challenging, children need to learn new tools for comprehending these texts. 

Many researchers such as Reichert (2005) and Harmer (2001) have 

recommended that traditional concepts related to teaching reading should be 
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substituted by more innovative ones. Among those innovative strategies, is the 

inquiry based learning (IBL). 

Language enables learners and provides them with an intellectual framework 

to support their conceptual development and critical thinking. To acquire language, 

learning through inquiry has emerged as a means that allows for smoother and more 

effective communication. Teaching language through inquiry is becoming more 

dominant. More specially, in teaching English as a second language, language or 

literature, using the inquiry based method simplifies the learners‘ ability of acquiring 

the new language (Alameddine & Ahwal, 2016, p. 332). 

(IBL) promote teachers to prepare lessons and cater learners‘ varied needs. 

Teachers can motivate their learners to participate in different teaching activities 

through preapering effective questions that encourage them to ‗inquire‘ and ‗seek for 

the truth‘. (IBL) has the learners‘ questions, ideas and reflections at the center of the 

learners‘ learning experiences (Bell, Urhahne, Schanze, & Ploetzner, 2010, p. 350). 

It has the old say ―Tell me and I forget, show me and I remember, involve me and I 

understand‖ at the heart of its procedure. Through inquiry, learners move away from 

accumulating data and more toward acquiring useful applicable knowledge. This 

renders learners 21
st
 Century citizens who are critical thinkers and problem solvers. 

The researcher believes that improving reading comprehension and self-

regulation depends on many steps, and these steps may be available at (IBL), where 

(IBL) is interested in creating questions, problems or scenarios instead of presenting 

established facts or portraying a smooth path to knowledge. It is often assisted by a 

facilitator. Inquirers will find and research issues and questions to improve their 

knowledge or solutions. Inquiry-based learning contains problem-based learning, and 

is generally used in small scale investigations and projects, as well as research 

(Dostál, 2015). 

 Through the application of guided reading strategies, students become able 

to create meaning.  

Effective inquiry learning strategy is the most attractive method for students 

who find difficulty in reading comprehension. Inquiry learning strategy is often used 

to help students who struggle with reading comprehension. Students and teachers are 
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discovering problems and questions for further examination which stem from the 

students‘ experiences, interests, and needs with teacher playing the role of a 

facilitator of learning as opposed to simply being a provider of information. An 

environment where students may use  many resources necessary to construct 

connections between their learning and the observations of others will be created.  

1.2 The Need for the study 

Language teachers are often challenged with students‘ difficulty transferring 

the strategies they use when reading in their native language to reading in a language 

they are learning and this is because of the traditional concept of teaching which is 

teacher centered. Teachers think they ease the path of knowledge  through reading 

the text for their students then going through it, translating the meaning of every 

single word, then answering the question provided by the book and rounding up with 

supplementary questions. Accordingly, when students face a reading comprehension 

paragraph they could not handle it by their own and as soon as they find difficulty 

they feel board and simply they stop reading. The traditional concept of teaching 

should be replaced by more innovative ones, so we have 21 century students who 

have the ability to read extensively rather than intensively, plan questions, 

investigate, solve problems, gather and share information, communicate and finally 

reflect on the process of learning. Studies showed that Inquiry-Based Learning (IBL) 

has remarkable  effect on the academic achievement, attitudes, engagement and 

critical thinking. So we need to substitute the traditional concept of teaching (teacher 

centered) with innovative strategies like Inquiry-Based Learning (IBL) which is 

(student centered) to improve and empower our students. 

1.3 The Statement of the Problem 

It is annoying for students when they do not understand what they are 

reading. As they lose their desire to read when they struggle with comprehension, so 

teachers should always check comprehension throughout their students‘ assigned 

readings. Reading comprehension is essential to ensuring student literacy in many 

subject areas. It is necessary that a student understands as well as recalls the 

information he/she is reading. When a teacher realizes that one or more of their 
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students are stressed with comprehension it is essential that they develop and 

implement strategies to help eliminate these frustrations. 

Inquiry-Based Learning (IBL) has remarkable  effect on the academic 

achievement, attitudes, engagement and critical thinking. (IBL) has many phases 

(planning, retrieving, processing, creating and sharing). Through these phases 

students will be able  to be responsible about their own learning, they have search 

skills and critical thinking.  

Self-regulated Learning and autonomy is ranged most closely with the 

interests of teachers. Generally, (SRL) refers to learning that is directed by many 

steps such as (planning, monitoring and evaluating personal progress against a 

standard and motivation to learn). As "Self-regulation" describes a process of taking 

control of and evaluating one's own learning and behavior. 

Many students can read the texts, but they are facing problems in 

understanding  these texts, and concluding the texts ideas. Perhaps the reason for this 

may be related to students thinking style. The researcher believes that developing 

reading comprehension must depend on student-centered, active learning approach 

focusing on questioning, critical thinking, and problem-solving. It is associated with 

the idea "involve me and I understand". 

1.4 Research Questions: 

The problem of the study is stated in the following major question: 

What is the Impact of inquiry learning strategy on developing reading 

comprehension and self-regulation among ninth graders? 

To answer the major question the researcher developed the following sub- questions: 

1) What  are the  reading  comprehension  skills  intended  to  be  developed  

among  the  ninth  graders in English for Palestine 9 textbook? 

2) Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the total mean 

scores of the  reading  comprehension test between the students who learn 

through using inquiry learning strategy (experimental group) and those who 

learn through the traditional method (control group) in the post-test? 
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3) Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the total mean 

scores of self-regulation scale between the students who learn through using 

inquiry learning strategy (experimental group) and those who learn through the 

traditional method (control group) in the post application of the self-regulation 

scale? 

4) Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) between the total mean 

scores of the experimental group students on a pre-application and their total 

mean scores on the post application of the reading comprehension skills test?  

5) Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) between the total mean 

scores of the experimental group students on the pre-application and their total 

mean scores on the post application of the self-regulation scale?  

1.5 Research hypotheses are stated as follows:  

1) There are no statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the total mean 

scores of the reading  comprehension test between the students who learn 

through using inquiry learning strategy (experimental group) and those who 

learn through the traditional method (control group) in the post-test. 

2) There are no statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the total mean 

scorse of self-regulation between the students who learn through using inquiry 

learning strategy (experimental group) and those who learn through the 

traditional method (control group) in the post-test. 

3) There are no statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) between the total 

mean scores of the experimental group students on a pre-application and their 

total mean scores on the post application of the reading comprehension skills test. 

4) There are no statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) between the total 

mean scores of the experimental group students on a pre-application and their 

total mean scores on the post application of  self-regulation scale. 

1.6 Purposes of the Study 

This study aims at realizing the following objectives: 

1. Identifying the reading comprehension skills planned to be developed for the 

ninth graders in English for Palestine 9 textbook. 
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2. Checking if there are any statistically significant differences in the total mean 

score at reading  comprehension test between the students who learn through 

using inquiry learning strategy (experimental group) and those who learn 

through the traditional method (control group) in the post test. 

3. Clarifying the empact of (IBL)on developing reading comprehension and self-

regulation. 

1.7 Significance of the Study 

This study is important for the following categories: 

- Curriculum Designers: It may attract their attention to change, modify, 

organize and enrich English language curricula with more reading 

comprehension skills and subjects on developing self-regulation. 

- Specialists and Supervisors: This study may attract supervisors' attention to the 

significance of conducting training courses  to  teachers  for  the  purpose  of  

enhancing  their awareness of such  useful strategies like (IBL) for teaching 

reading comprehension and developing students‘ self-regulation. 

- English language Teachers: This study may draw English language teachers‘ 

attention to create an effective learning environment, while the researcher will 

conduct teacher guide which illustrate the use of inquiry based learning in 

reading lessons. 

- Other Researchers: This  study  may  lead  to further studies on the use of  

inquiry learning strategy the other skills of English language namely listening, 

writing and speaking and in other school subjects too. 

1.8 Delimitations of the Study 

The study is carried out within the following limitations: 

- The study focused on developing the reading skills of the ninth graders. 

- This study was applied on Nusiearat ―A‖ prep School for Girls, in Middle Area 

in Nusiearat Camp.  

- The study was conducted in the first semester of the scholastic year (2017 / 

2018). 
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- Inquiry learning strategy was used in teaching the three raeding topics of unit 4,5 

and 6 in English for Palestine.  

1.9 Operational definitions: 

Impact: 

It states the amount of change and development in students' performance in 

reading skills and the change in self-regulation. 

Inquiry learning strategy: 

 Based on (Ermawatin,Yunnus and Pammu (2015). As Ajit, et.al (2016) 

definitions for (IBL) the researcher concludes that (IBL) is the reorganization of 

the lessons process  to pose questions, problems or scenarios instead of simply 

giving facts or exposing a smooth path to knowledge. It is often assisted by a 

facilitator. Inquirers will find and investigate issues and questions to improve 

their knowledge or solutions. Learning based on inquiry includes problem-based 

learning, and is generally used in small scale investigations and projects, as well 

as research. 

Reading comprehension skills: 

It Means the 9
th

 graders‘ capability to comprehend or to get the  meaning  of  the  

text  from  the  written  material  to  find  words  and  get  their  meaning 

through: (The literal level, the  evaluative  level, the creative level) which are 

included in (4 -6) reading lessons. 

Self-regulation: 

The researcher agrees with (Cubukcu, 2009) definition: Self-regulation is a 

reference to the amounts persons are metacognitively, motivationally and 

behaviorally active participants in their own learning process (Cubukcu, 2009, p. 

54). 

Ninth graders: 

They are students aged between (14-15), and registered at UNRWA   schools, as 

well as studying English for Palestine 9 textbook. 
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Chapter II 

Literature Review 

This chapter covers two sections; the first aims to view theoretical framework which 

includes three domains: Inquiry learning strategy, reading comprehension, and self-

regulation, and the second deals with the previous studies carried out in this field. 

The First Section: Theoretical Framework. 

2.1 The First domain: Inquiry learning strategy. 

2.1.1  The origin of Inquiry Learning 

The first origin of Inquiry-Based Learning is related to the science study 

especially the research of John Dewey. Then (IBL) is widely spread by different 

researchers as an approach which can be implemented in various learning settings 

such as sciences, humanity, speaking skills, English as a foreign language and class 

higher education (Martinee-Lee and Duncan, 2015). Unlike other approaches, the 

development of (IBL) depends on studying inductively the records and examining 

strategies that utilized by a number of educators in diverse areas. 

Inquiry teaching and learning according to Earauz (2013) is intensely fixed in 

deep thinking and thinking is stimulated by questions. Moreover, it is a teaching 

practice as well as a cognitive educational theory. Different studies such as those of 

Ermawati1, Yunus and  Pammu (2013) indicate that a well-experienced teacher uses 

one type of inquiry either discovery, or Socratic approach to teaching. According to 

Ermawati1, Yunus and Pammu (2015) the inquiry teaching is versus expository 

teaching. This is because of using inquiring as a main vehicle to present the material, 

deliver instruction and expound all the information. Asking questions in class is 

necessary to outline the direction and focus on the lesson content.  

On the other hand, the main difference between predictable question-answer 

information and the inquiry-based teaching lies in the superior emphasis of the 

essential concepts of cognitive and discovery learning and its goal to improve higher-

order thinking. Thus teaching is not a direct or explicit process as learners do not 

learn without encouraging them.  
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The assumption of directive inquiry is at the core of most learning cycle 

models as it is a learning cycle which is likely to be recognized as a model of Inquiry 

Based Learning including what is called the 5E model. The Biological Sciences 

Curriculum Study (BSCS) developed the 5E model which refers to five learning 

cycle stages. Based on Bybee, et.al, (2006) each of these stages begins with E: 

Engagement, Exploration, Explanation, Elaboration, and Evaluation. 

2.1.2  The Definition of Inquiry Based Learning  

  Inquiry Based Learning focuses on developing learners' reasoning skills and 

raising their inspiration and motivation toward science (Ermawatin,Yunnus and 

Pammu (2015). As Ajit, et.al (2016) point out that learning based on inquiry is a way 

of knowledge which depends on both experimenting and questioning. In addition, 

Arauz (2013) defines it as a cognitive educational theory and a teaching practice 

.Sunshine (2012) goes further to describe it as a process which involves students in 

different activities such as exploring , investigating, searching for information, 

discovering and seeking solutions under the guidance of the teacher. 

Moreover, the American Association and the National Research Council 

(2010) focus on engaging students in the learning process using the inquiry based 

approach .This approach concentrats on shifting the learning process memorization 

of information in specific disciplines to a new approach that is called Inquiry Based 

Learning where students can interact in the learning process using different kinds of 

skills such as science processes and critical thinking (Collins, et .Al.,2001). Collins 

also adds that multiple tasks like reading, writing, speaking and listening are required 

as learners need to collect, describe and analyze dats with regards to the issue or the 

major question. According to Suhartono,et.al,2014, Inquiry  Based Learning 

enhances students learning and encourages them to use their independent abilities , 

thoughts and skills .Ajit,et.al, (2016) describe it as a way of learning through 

questioning and experimenting. Leonard, Penick, & Douglas ( 2002, p. 36) pointed to  

inquiry based learning  as an essential way to learn procedures of doing science 

while they also learn to understand, apply, and retain scientific knowledge.  

Based on Suhartone, et.al, 2014, Inquiry Based Learning is an approach 

which needs a special classroom environment where students can work, interact, 
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interfere and learn smoothly and freely .On the other hand, a useful means of 

ensuring that students get the most out of their shared learning environment is 

through emphasizing the intellectual engagement, responsiveness and authenticity. In 

addition, Ermawati, Yunus and Pamm (2015) define Inquiry  Based Learning 

according to the purpose as an approach which creates interesting ,cross-cultural and 

practical lessons through activating the students‘ prior knowledge before interacting 

with the entire materials by teacher. In simple words, it could be described as a 

process of questioning, making interferences, finding out the answers and evaluating 

the complete process of inquiry experienced before. Researchers Carin & Bass 

(2001) point out the importance of inquiry in developing reasoning skills and 

heightening students‘ motivation toward science. They also described it as, "A 

looking for for truth, information or knowledge-seeking information by inquiring".  

This means that students do research and generate over a sequence of questions. 

Confusian model explains the basis of inquiry: "Tell me and I forget, show me and I 

remember, involve me and I understand". According to this adage, students can learn 

better than being lectured by a teacher when they are actively participating in 

inquiry. Through involving physically in the process of inquiry students really 

understand the material instead just reading the text or hearing a lecture. 

Beach ,and Myers (2001) gave additional description "Following important 

questions through using questions and ways of researching from a range of 

knowledge systems". This means connecting  the student's knowledge to the 

curriculum and research is a necessity which can be developed based on inquiry's 

ability. 

So, inquiry connects the familiar knowledge to the unfamiliar and connects 

the students' social world with what they are learning.This will help the students to 

understand the unknown. Moreover, according to Colwll (2010) inquiry is concerned 

with observing how questions impact the world around them not only on developing 

questions. Thus, the historical and cultural world is connected well and is demanded 

not just the students' own world. The teacher can accomplish this through enhancing 

students‘ participation. This active participation is achieved through some techniques 

such as examining the students‘ passions, exploring numerous forms of media, 
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discovering probable answers and metaphorical representations. This will help 

students to impact the world around them. 

In conclusion, Inquiry Based Learning emphasizes the complex work of 

learning. Factually, it highly appreciates student's prior knowledge and experience. 

At the same time it promotes students‘ learning through improving their abilities in 

different fields such as problem solving, communication of results and sharing the 

construction of new ideas. 

Based on this point of view, the approach spread widely in learning foreign 

languages in general and learning reading skills in particular .This leads the 

researcher to explore the role of Inquiry Based Learning in improving reading 

comprehension and self-regulation and finding out the student's perception of the 

implementation of inquiry. 

Based on the purpose of this study, the researcher can conclude that Inquiry 

Based Learning is an approach that compares what the students know and have 

experienced with the realities of what they know and had experienced .This approach 

believes in students‘ prior knowledge and their background experience which can be 

developed using different techniques such as sharing experience, utilizing activities, 

giving learners the opportunity to think, write and talk about their knowledge. These 

experiences and this process of thinking provide students with means to connect their 

real life with what they learn and think about what is happening around them in the 

world. 

2.1.3  Importance of Inquiry-Based Learning 

Ajit et al, (2016) state that Inquiry-Based Learning (IBL) approach is an 

effective way to develop  techniques which can be useful for studying  and working 

such as  problem solving, research and management skills. Besides, constructing 

students‘ understanding can be achieved through the process of inquiry (Joe Excline, 

2014) as it looks for the appropriate resolutions to questions and issues. Bybee et, al. 

(2006) add that (IBL) enhances students‘ critical and creative thinking. Also, it 

improves student's cooperative work through backing up the students‘ work with 

team.  
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The concept and question-answer mechanism of the inquiry based learning 

are similarly suitable to second language classroom as well as to science and math 

teaching. Inquiry-Based Learning is applied widely by  instructors who believe that  

employing the inquiry technique is essential to enrich different areas of language 

such as  enhancing the vocabulary acquisition, exploring structures, engaging 

students  in interpreting the meaning and discovering  the surrounded cultural 

principle. These activities and practices keep students engaged and attentive by 

ensuring active and dynamic second language learning. 

Second language instruction is affected well and enhanced in all aspects 

through the implementation of inquiry (Lawson, 2010) .It increases the chance of 

contribution, enhances keeping students‘ attention, provides a tool to start and sustain 

the instructional interaction, discovers the type of errors made by students, estimates 

students‘ levels of comprehension and assess and judge the learning outcomes. 

Moreover, Sever and Guven   (2014) underline the importance of the inquiry-

based teaching approach in strengthening both students‘ linguistic and 

communicative competence. IBL also improveds its significant condition in 

integrating various types of questions in a natural sequence and into a meaningful 

context. 

The effectiveness of inquiry technique is appreciated by experts who use 

worthy inquiries not just for providing exciting and challenging learning experiences 

.Inquiry based questions are effective as they enhance cognitive and metacognitive 

skills. Inquiry also develops discovery, reflection and creativity which by means 

enable self-regulated learning and future learning transference.  

In conclusion, the researcher agrees with the above mentioned areas of 

significance of Inquiry Based Learning for both educators and students.   The 

researcher evaluates the role of Inquiry in providing persons with means to continue 

the journey for knowledge through life .This can be achieved through emphasizing   

the improvement of inquiry skills and development of the inquiry attitudes or 

routines of mind. The result of using inquiry is revealed in the transmission of 

knowledge and finally on the development of the generation. 
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Moreover, inquiry reveals its effectiveness in education as the bank of 

knowledge is remarkably increasing through using the Inquiry Based techniques and 

questions.  

The researcher also sees inquiry-based learning as a model for learning rather 

than a way of teaching as it helps in building the attitudes towards life .These 

attitudes enhance students´ involvement to search for realistic and strategic solutions 

in order to face and solve problems. 

This model requires students to think in a systematic way in order to reach 

rational solutions. It is also student-centered and stimulates cooperation among the 

students. The researcher concludes here some key points that signify Inquiry Based 

Learning: 

2.1.4 Key points signifying Inquiry Based Learning: 

1. Practicing critical thinking. 

2. Enriching the acquisition of knowledge. 

3. Facilitating students active participation in activities. 

4. Guiding students to use questioning to form and express concepts. 

5. Fostering the use of meaningful digital technologies linking. 

6. Changing the classroom from a teacher-centered class to a student-centered 

class. 

7. Utilizing different tools and strategies. 

8. Encouraging research and the good use of open-ended questions. 

9. Leading students to use observation and reasoning. 

2.1.5 The Role of students the Inquiry Based Learning 

According to Earauzi (2013), the role of students is very important in creating 

an atmosphere of enjoyment in the class.Students in the inquiry process have to 

explore, investigate, search for information and discover and seek solutions to 

different issues and problems. Beach and Myers (2001) also emphasize the central 

role of students in science curricula through engaging them in the activities. 
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Moreover, the traditional role of students as listeners had disappeared and shifted to a 

newly active role. Through inquiry the focus has shifted from memorization of facts, 

concepts and information to the search and seek of information. Also students seek 

answers to their own questions. It also involves taking into consideration the ability 

of students to be actively engaged in class environment using different abilities such 

as science processes, critical thinking and problem solving. 

Based on Alameddinea & Ahwalb (2016) understanding is essential for 

students in Inquiry Based Learning .Students connect their communal world with 

whatever they are learning and this helps them comprehend the new information. 

Through the implementation of Inquiry, students are encouraged to propose the 

topics. Students can investigate and generate questions in order to solve problems. 

Moreover, students seek for chances to use and comprehend how to forming 

inquiries. They select the main issues they are interested in and this will help 

developing their skills in deciding and planning. Stevents (2000) supports the use of 

inquiry as it helps students to be positive learners and motivated and in the central of 

the construction of knowledge. Students do not understand the target content only, 

but they have to understand the sphere around them in a profounder way. 

Interaction and involvement will enhance students‘ learning. The same idea 

was concentrated by Ortlieb (2011) who emphasized the role of students in choosing 

what meets their needs and interests. Students can also use information in real life 

wherever it is available. Students work collaboratively with others and this can help 

building their identity and character.  Haskett   (2016) adds that students practice new 

roles through Inquiry such as investigation, sharing results, analyzing and 

illuminating worries with their partners at the same schools and other schools. 

In summary of their findings, Carin and Assi (2001) emphasized the role of 

students in the inquiry learning. They pointed out that investigation develops 

learners‘ skills and draws out their curiosities and this automatically allow them to be 

more active in making discoveries in the world. National Research Council (2000) 

also appreciated students‘ role. Consequently, by using inquiry pupils become 

encouraged to experiments and investigated phenomena .They also plan topics, 

construct meaning, and observe things .This accommodates also with who explores 
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the role of students in connecting, applying, analyzing and creating. All this leads 

students to be positive learners. 

In conclusion, the researcher evaluates the central role of students who use 

the Inquiry Based Learning  strategies.  They stand superior language students as  

they change the organization of the old-style class where students used to sit 

passively to take notes to a  new and active  role where they have to  choose the 

themes they are receiving and develop the results of their own studies.  

This stimulates pupils to pay more attention to class especially in reading 

classes. In fact, reading lessons requires students to be interested in using the target 

language. This will give them a feel of control in a more suitable language level in 

general and reading comprehension in particular. Using  Inquiry Based Learning will 

help students to go over the diverse stages of the reading comprehension and 

similarly will inspire more communication in spoken and printed forms, since pupils 

want to  practice reading and to discuss their answers, questions and  end with other 

participants of their group. Pupils have to read comprehension passages then 

formulate new questions and write reports on their new findings and achievements. 

All this will help achieve the main goal of learning a second language in general and 

learning reading comprehension in particular which is encouraging students for extra 

usage of the objective language in a significant context, together, in printed and 

spoken forms. 

2.1.6 Teachers’ role in Inquiry Based Learning 

Teachers are essential factors to help students to achieve their goals. Beach 

and Myers (2001) assert the role of teachers in the Inquiry Based Learning by letting 

pupils to decide the themes they study. Teachers regulate the method that students 

assume and help them to characterize their knowledge and fresh understanding. How 

students involve in language and in the Inquiry process depends on the ability of 

teachers to facilitate the process of learning. This involves meeting student's need, 

age abilities and interests. Moreover, Barron and Hammond (2014) assert that 

teachers need to structure a specific classroom and provide students with the needed 

materials to develop specific curricular results. 
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According to  Friesen (2013) teachers in the Inquiry Learning are eager to 

come to be a learner together with the pupils .Teachers pay their attention to the 

process of learning as a whole not only the product. The main goal for teachers is to 

make conversion and development within the Inquiry Based curriculum by better 

understanding  the possibilities of inquiry based instruction. Thus teachers do their 

best to affect students‘ attitudes through engaging different strategies, employing 

methods to collect and evaluate data. Prospective teachers give active lectures 

followed by confirmatory labs. They change the ordinary classes into action classes 

and experience the knowledge themselves. The inquiry teachers model the behavior 

through expecting students‘ demonstration in the classroom. 

In addition, teachers adopt progressive changes in their attitudes which will 

alternately affect students‘ attitudes. On the other hand, teacher who implement 

inquiry instruction must be skilled and able to understand what inquiry method is and 

how to apply it in the class with other inquiry methods and techniques. 

According to Hammond (2008), teachers enhance the acquisition of 

information and work deeply on engaging students   in discussing meaning in order 

to realize the personified cultural principle.  

Based on Drayton & Falk (2001) teachers co-operate with other professionals 

at the same field of pedagogy to work together in order to save time and energy. In 

addition, teachers who support Inquiry Based Learning foster new teaching habits. 

They create opportunities for discussing courses with their students. Teachers try to 

decrease the danger of decreasing interests in the class. Teachers also integrate the 

vocabulary and the intended grammatical structures into questions. As the Inquiry 

Learning depends firstly on inquiring questions, then teachers the deliver questions 

in a recurrent pattern. This delivering of information in a meaningful aspect and a 

logically sequenced format develops both contextual and personal experience which 

can affect and elicit  students‘ interest and participation.  

In conclusion, the researcher agrees with the previous discussion about the 

crucial role of teachers in the Inquiry Based Learning .Teachers adopt new roles such 
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as facilitator,  guider and motivator . The level of success that students can achieve 

through the Inquiry Based Learning can be enhanced by the teacher‘s capability to 

construct a comfortable and enjoyable learning environment. It is vital to remember 

building confidence between teacher and students is a main factor and a basics 

element to achieve the goals of the lesson. The less dominated role of teachers in 

Inquiry may feel students relaxed and motivate them to answer the questions and find 

solutions for the problem. The results of the present study signify the effective role of 

teachers in performing classroom tasks generally and achieving the goals of reading 

comprehension in specifically. Through reading classes, teachers activate their 

students‘ cognitive and metacognitive skills. Teachers also integrate the information 

in the reading comprehension and benefit from this information in real life situations. 

Through reading comprehension teachers allow their pupils to develop better visions 

into the target language and connect them with their innate language. 

 2.1.7 Inquiry Model as a monitor for checking 

Branch and Oberg (2004) say that in order to evaluate different sides of the 

Inquiry Process such as: the level of students' understanding of the Inquiry Model, 

the effectiveness of the sequences of process across grades and the level of   

effectiveness of students' engagement in the inquiry process teachers use the Inquiry 

Model. Through the inquiry based learning which depends on getting the experience 

and practicing it students will be able to learn even with no overloading educators in 

a specific grade or subject area. Actually a school can select the appropriate skills 

and strategies to introduce the target topics of the inquiry-based units. Then these 

topics can be established and extended through the grades. Such a foundation for 

pronunciation, organization and fairness can be performed through inquiry activities.  

  Phases of the Inquiry Model  

According to Caputo (2014) the Inquiry Based Learning has six phases:  

planning, retrieving, processing, creating, sharing and evaluating. These phases are 

essential for reflecting on the process. Together they contains together the affective 

and cognitive domains related with metacognition. Moreover, reflecting to the 

method is important to all stages in the Inquiry Model. 
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  Planning Phase 

According to (Jonassen, 2000) it is the first and the utmost significant stage of the 

whole process. At this phase of the inquiry process, inquirers practice some active 

procedures such as:- 

1- Experiencing a sense of optimism about the tasks. 

2- Understanding the main goal of inquiry-based learning projects which is 

Developing students‘ learning to learn skills. 

3- Meeting the need or interest about a topic. 

4- Determining the main problem that needs to be resolved. 

5- Choosing the needed inquiry questions. 

6- Investigating their questions. 

7- Finding the information they need to know regarding a specific topic. 

8- Presenting information to a specific audience. 

9- Setting criteria for assessing their research product and 

process. 

At this stage it is essential  also for educators to give certain courtesy to  

pupils with little or no background knowledge of a topic to help building their 

success and progress .This can be accomplished by; 

1- Providing those students with information and background knowledge. 

2- Motivating students to learn more. 

3- Enhancing students' productive inquiry. 

4- Involving students in topics or themes. 

The researcher asserts that the goal of this phase according to her thesis is to 

stimulate the students to get excited about engaging in the topic of reading. Firstly, 

the educator asks learners about the topic of reading passage trying to connect it with 

their prior knowledge. After that, the teacher helps students to propose and answer 

the questions about the reading passage. Then, in pairs they discuss the topic and 

finally share opinions .All these steps enable effective engagement in the topic of the 
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reading passage before coming to the real passage so that they could identify the 

whole meaning of the passage. The result is to activate the reading process by 

implementing the meaning of the passage to individual's background information and 

enhancing students‘ expectations, confirming or rejecting  what they would read. 

  Retrieving Phase 

This is the second phase of the inquiry process where the inquirers think 

deeply about the needed information and their prior knowledge (Johnson & Adams, 

2011).This process of thinking and searching about information needs a considerable 

time before students' being able to decide for their inquiry. This is a challenging 

process for the endurance of students in searching information as at the beginning of 

this process students are enjoyable, active and attractive but they become bored and 

frustrated when they cannot find the information particular to their inquiry or cannot 

handle the unrelated information as the amount of resources increases, (Alberta, 

2004).To overcome this feeling of frustration, teachers have to practice some 

activities: 

1. Training students to use suitable skills and strategies to select relevant 

information. 

2. Helping students to adjust and modify inquiries and training them that these 

feelings are ones that all inquirers experience. 

3. Helping students to understand that the information they find is not objective 

facts. 

4. Encouraging higher thinking such as comparing, contrasting and synthesizing 

data. 

The researcher concludes that this phase is related to reading comprehension 

directly where the learners are provided with some strategies to comprehend the text. 

The students identify the answer of the questions as a way to master the strategies as 

the reading strategies are not given directly whereas they are given in the form of 

questions. At the beginning of the reading comprehension lessons, it is vital to 

identify and explain one or two simple strategies which can enable the students to 

identify the text themselves. These reading strategies provide students with the 
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required activities to ease the process of reading. The readers develop an ongoing 

relationship with the text at this phase through searching for the answer in a group to 

ease the students to form in the learning community. Learner's prior knowledge is 

necessary to explore the questions to investigate the possible answers and to generate 

new ideas.  The value of this phase is in helping learners to be active readers and to 

encourage them to find out the strategies asked for. Familiarizing with the use of 

strategies of comprehending the text is emphasized by reading strategies at the 

beginning. Finally, the learners are inquired to draw a conclusion of the text given 

based on their deep understanding of the text and as a result of using reading 

comprehension strategies. 

   Processing Phase 

This is the third phase of the inquiry process which is emphasized by finding 

the ―attention‖ for the inquiry. The subject area that the inquirer chooses to explore is 

determined by the focus which is the aspect of inquiry process.  Based on Johnson & 

Adams (2011) determining the focus is not an easy process. It is not limited to 

narrowing the topic; it also involves compelling thesis statement and a personal 

perspective. Focusing and narrowing the main topic is essential for inquirers as it 

gives them a sense of relief and elation. This phase is also concerned with 

determining which information from the available resources is suitable for the focus 

of the topic. Selecting information needs a certain concentration to be able to select 

from the too little information or the excessively information. 

The researcher concludes that this phase explains the result of the used 

reading comprehension strategies. Providing deeper understanding about the text is 

considered a critical part at this phase which is reflected through explaining what 

students got from the exploration phase. Students use their own words to reflect on 

the ideas of the text using experience and evidence from the text to support their 

ideas. Moreover, explanation to the reading passage and giving comments on others‘ 

explanations is critically appraised to assess and compare others‘ own answers. 

  Creating Phase 

This is the fourth step where students organize their information. Creating a 

presentation format can be achieved by using one‘s own words to deliver the 
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information (Friesen, 2010). Student's ability to contain all their new learning in their 

product and their competence to result in too much information will help encourage 

them and raise their confidence .Teachers play an active role in this phase to build 

student success through teaching students the skills and strategies that allow them to 

restrict or focus on their information. Teachers also teach learners the positive 

audience skills which can support students through this phase. 

According to the researcher, this phase is necessary to improve reading skills. 

This improvement can be accomplished through familiarizing the students with the 

text, helping them apply their understandings to new concepts, comprising several 

questions and answering questions. Through answering questions randomly the 

teacher can enhance his students‘ use of the appropriate terms to connect their 

understandings from the explanations and remind students of alternatives. 

  Sharing Phase  

This is the last phase of the inquiry process .At this state students become  

satisfied with their product, new skills and understandings and willing to share it as a 

result of getting enough supports throughout the inquiry process. Students feel that 

they have done well on their assignment and this leads them to reflect their 

experience to others (Broek, 2012). This phase can be called the evaluating phase 

where inquirers feel relieved and happy as their research project is complete.  

Through this phase, students   evaluate  the importance of the inquiry based learning 

and its steps  for raising their ―learning to learn‖ skills, identify the steps in their 

inquiry process,  see the relations between their inquiry work done in school and 

their work or activities done outside of school and share their feelings about the 

process. Finally ,  this phase helps students to reflect the what way their knowledge 

has influenced their personal inquiry model and what they have learned about 

themselves as inquirers. 

The researcher asserts the role of this phase in evaluating the whole reading 

comprehension text in particular and Learning Process in general. The goal of this 

phase in the reading lessons is to encourage students to determine their 

comprehension of the ideas and concepts and evaluate their own progress. During 

this phase in the reading lesson students are requested to: record their new 
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vocabulary, give their opinion about the reading passage and use new vocabulary to 

express their opinion. Furthermore, this phase leads students to like the reading and 

enjoy the learning process. Similarly, students are involved in making judgments 

about the text and thus the learning process come-up with critical comprehension.  

2.1.8  Conclusion 

In conclusion, the effectiveness of this study comes from its focus on two 

main domains: the use of Instruction Based Learning in improving reading 

comprehension of English foreign language students and the implementation of 

Inquiry Learning to reading comprehension. The implementation of Inquiry Based 

Learning consists of five steps, including planning phase, retrieving phase, 

processing phase, creating phase and sharing phase. These stages are attributed to the 

effective  implementation in reading class by  leading the learners to participate with 

the theme of the text, aligning  students with the reading strategies to be mastered, 

explaining  the result of the reading comprehension strategies, answering  some 

questions related to the text and evaluating the whole learning process. The Inquiry 

Based Learning  is considered an active  strategy and this what motivated the 

researcher to investigate its effectiveness in reading comprehension. 

2.2 The Second Domain: Reading Comprehension. 

2.2.1 Introduction  

This section investigates the theoretical frame work of reading 

comprehension, importance of reading , the definition of reading ,theories belying 

reading comprehension, types of reading and  reading comprehension strategies. 

2.2.2 Importance of reading  

According to Harris  (2007, p. 1) although there are different sources to get 

information such as radio, television, and multimedia experiences, reading is still 

considered as the main source for rich knowledge. Reading is purposeful , for people 

do not read just for reading. It is a common fact that reading helps achieving 

different benefits. From the point of Shoebottom (2007, p. 1) a strong  relationship is 

noticed between  reading and academic success .He adds that the more one reads the 

more he/she will achieve success in his school. Passing exams  is also considered a 
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fruit of good reading. Weak readers on the other hand will face difficulties in 

acquiring knowledge and as a result they will not be able to pass exams. Moreover,  

Sofsian (2005) points out that through excellent reading singular sentences and the 

managerial structure of a piece of writing can be well understood and comprehended 

by readers. Researchers such as  Krashen (2004) pointes out the value of reading in 

detecting implications, following arguments and comprehending  ideas .These 

implications can be achieved by determining the denotation of many of the strange 

words from the context or using  the dictionary efficiently. The strong relation 

between  reading and vocabulary knowledge is emphasized by Deo (2010).  

It is not very surprising that pupils who have enormous vocabulary are 

usually good readers since the best way to acquire enormous vocabulary is to read 

broadly. The same idea is investigated more by Gallagher (2005, p. 1). Who states 

that if one reads broadly, he is probable to be or become a good reader. According to 

him extracting effectively is essential for the specific task and employing in writing 

can be practiced well by good readers. A persons‘ creativity is another fruit of 

reading .Through reading students can develop their abilities in creating particular 

characters or imagining scenes which is completely different from that in movies 

where the producer is the determiner for everything .  Rabel  (2005)  goes further on 

the same direction to assert the critical role of reading in exercising  and cultivating  

the reader's  creative thinking skills. Moreover, positive values in students can be 

enhanced through reading. In conclusion, based on the above mentioned 

characteristics of reading, the researcher asserts the critical role of reading in 

preparing students to future life by developing their reading and comprehension 

skills early in their education. Their good ability to read will help them to solve 

problems, understand manuals and guide documents. Moreover, reading also helps in 

acquiring knowledge, developing critical thinking, increasing concentration and also 

increasing pleasure and effectiveness. In addition, reading enhances all other themes 

and improves personal and practiced lives in general.  

2.2.3 Definition of Reading 

Reading can be defined as a systematic, cognitive and visual process which 

aims at processing information, extracting meaning from written texts and relating it 
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to existing experience (Millord, 2001). Another definition for reading focuses on the 

interface of multiple structures in the brain and its behavioral product. These 

interactions occur through executive function processing, relational processing, 

distributed nets that appear mainly metabolically active to visual and auditory 

reactions ( Willis, 2009). 

Cline, Johnstone and King (2006) consequently, describe reading 

comprehension as the ability to converse a text through a method that includes 

implementing prior knowledge relevant to the text, using cognitive and 

metacognitive strategies and decoding vocabulary and sentences, to make sense and 

to get the target message the author wants to convey. 

It is seen as a private, mental and cognitive process happening inside the 

reader. The procedure of reading and responding to a writer is not directly observable 

because of this privacy. Schoenbach et al. (2008, p. 38) go further  to concentrate on 

reading as an dynamic procedure of perception and comprehending where students 

practice some activities such as : defining  expectations, predicting  from context, 

create  inferences about the text and skimming  ahead to fill in the context. Reading 

in this way needs teaching students efficient strategies. Reading comprehension is 

defined in Webster's academic dictionary as the capability to get and comprehend the 

meaning of the text. Miller (2002, p. 8)  emphasized the same point  adding that 

reading is the capacity to perceive and catch meaning from any printed work which 

is the aim of reading and the critical constituent of all content learning." According 

to Haboush (2010) reader does not need to read all the sentences in the same method, 

as it is an action including endless predicts that are later excluded by the reader as a 

result of relying on a number of words or cues. 

In addition, the influence of ―the Schema Theory‖ on studies allocating with 

reading comprehension was greatly influenced by many studies such as Stephen 

Krashen‘s hypotheses on language acquisition.  The role of schemata in reading 

comprehension was investigated later in several empirical studies. Reading 

comprehension of the language was investigated deeply by most of the early 

research, but some of the recent researches give special concern to second language 

reading comprehension. Moreover, interactive approaches to reading were given 
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specific attention to reading comprehension. Based on these appeoaches reading 

comprehension can be practiced as a combination of identification and interpretation 

skills. 

According to Ghorab, (2013), reading can be described as a process with a set 

of component skills. Many researchers attempted to understand and analyze this 

process into six general constituent skills and knowledge parts:- 

1- Recognition skills. 

2- Vocabulary knowledge. 

3- Structure knowledge through Formal discourse. 

4- Background knowledge about the world in general and the content in special. 

5- Evaluation and synthesis skills. 

6- Metacognitive and monitoring skills.  

In other words, Miller (2002, p. 8) defines reading as "The ability to 

comprehend or to get meaning from any type of written 

material. It is the reason for reading and the critical component of all content 

learning." 

In conclusion, the researcher describes reading as a matter of actively 

perceiving, understanding and analyzing of a script by understanding the new 

information in the light of what we already know, and reordering what we already 

know in the light of the new.  The researcher noticed that three items are core of any 

definition of reading: denotation, comprehension and making sense. 

reading which occurs while students are listening without repetition to their 

teacher during reading the whole passage. 

Another form is called the divided model reading which occurs by repeating a 

sentence after a teacher. The sentence can be separated into meaningful parts if it is 

too long and gap after each part to provide learners sufficient time to repeat the 

sentence.  
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2.2.4 Reading strategies 

Reading strategies according to Nishino (2007, p. 77)   is a term used to refer 

to a series of mental operations aimed at achieving the goal of textual 

comprehension.  

Pang (2008, p. 6) mentioned  that the relation between the two terms skills and 

strategies can be disorganized by readers .Pang declares that the term  strategy is a 

group of  conscious and ordered  procedures performed  in the comprehension 

process with the aim to solve problems. However, the term  skill refers to  an 

acquired ability that operates largely subconsciously. 

Moreover, Mark( 2005, p. 65) assert that reading strategies go further to extra 

comprehension strategies such as briefing and relating what is being read to the 

reader's background information rather than  focusing  only  on fix-up strategies such 

as difficult segments,  simply rereading, and predicting the meaning of an unfamiliar 

word from context .In addition, reading comprehension strategies  include more than 

thirty metacognitive  and cognitive processes such as summarizing ,illustrateing 

meaning, predicting ,  makeing inferences, etc. (Block and Pressley, 2002, pp. 1-7). 

In conclusion, the researcher is in favor of using the word "reading strategies" 

rather than "reading skills" as the reader is conscious while he is selecting and 

controlling activities related to his desired goals. Moreover, a good reader uses 

systematic mental processes in order to understand a text. These systematic mental 

processes are exemplified in cognitive and metacognitive processes containing 

different techniques such as: decoding, scanning, skimming, illustrating meaning, 

briefing, and makeing inferences. Instead, the term "skill" denotes the subconscious 

automatic processes adapted to help understanding the texts by a good reader. 

Definitions of Specific Reading Strategies 

Skimming strategy:- 

Skimming is a speed reading process aimed at searching for keys and clues of 

meaning through the sentences of a page (Wikipedia, 2005). Another definition is 

introduced by Jouini (2006, p. 81) as recognizing the main idea of a text through 

moving eyes above titles, lines, topic sentences and summaries. 
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Scanning:- 

According to Wood (2000, p. 41) scanning can be stated a special means for 

looking for specific bit of information through reading material. Consequently, Beare 

(2009) focuses on using scanning to complete a given task by discovering required 

information. Scanning is essential for readers since it helps to find specific bits of 

information rapidly. Moreover, Skimming and scanning can be considered as reading 

strategies which learners can use to search for information in a text ( Booth 2001, p. 

46) . In  skimming, overall image of the text, and a sense of the main idea take  a 

particular goal in mind. We skim over a text looking for main words, focusing on 

titles and opening and end paragraphs. 

Predicting meaning of words from context:- 

Predicting meaning of words from context is a strategy that needs discovering 

clues in the sentences related to the word or discovering the relation between the 

word and the topic or the reader‘s background knowledge. 

2.2.5 The Five Pillars of Effective Reading Teaching 

According to Reutzel & Cooter (2012) there are five pillars of actual reading 

teaching as the following:- 

1- Knowledge:  teachers need deep knowledge of reading strategies, the basic skills 

of reading and the three stages of reading. 

2- Assessment: class room assessment is a continuous process which happens in 

before, during, and after instruction. It begins at the beginning of the reading 

lesson by assessing the level of students and knowing what reading skills each 

child has by now established and which he or she has not. Assessment helps the 

teacher to meet the student‘s specific needs by choosing the suitable ways of 

teaching. 

3- Instruction: effective instruction is essential in reading lessons. This leads the 

highly effective teachers to adapt different tools and materials to help learners to 

reach their full potential. 

4- Diverse Students Needs:  educators have to differentiate the teaching to meet the 

differences between learners. Adjusting instruction is necessary to help children 
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with diverse learning to achieve their potential needs and this can simply be 

achieved by using effective reading tools. 

5- Relations: family and community connections are vital factors in reading lessons 

since (80) out of a hundred of what learners acquire happens outside of school. 

2.2.6  The Main Characteristics of Highly Effective Reading Teachers 

According to Reutzel & Cooter (2012) there are different characteristics of the highly 

effective reading teachers:- 

1- Focusing on learning children oral language. 

2- Understanding how to improve children's ability to learn to read. 

3- Manageing classroom effectively. 

4- Assessing student's background knowledge. 

5- Adapting different instructional strategies and techniques. 

6- Meeting the desires of varied students. 

7- Focusing on the vital constituents of reading. 

8- Insuring children‘s learning. 

9- Using evidence-based instructional practices. 

10- Modeling the reading texts. 

11- Encouraging the applications of reading and writing through different exercises 

and practices. 

12- Building good relation with (other teachers, parents, and community members). 

2.2.7  How to teach reading skills 

According to Reid (2002, p. 27) teaching reading communicatively can be 

accomplished through three basic strategies for teaching reading that can assist raise 

reading comprehension and improve grades. 

1- Pre reading strategies:- 

This is the first stage which is called "Before reading activities" because it 

happens before beginning reading a new script. The aim of this phase is to assist the  
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reader to predict the idea of  the text .This can simply be done by looking at the front 

cover and doing image pass through the text. According to Khader and Shaat (2011) 

"passing" through the book, looking at images and talking about what is happening 

without reading the words is called " a picture walk ". A picture walk is essential 

since it guides reader to form an idea about the text by using different basic logic 

skills.  Reid (2002, p. 27) asserts the activities of the pre- reading activities in the 

following points:- 

- To use the cover picture and title to generate prediction. 

- To identify illustrator names and author of the text. 

- To read the author info and inside flap. 

- To be familiar with new and key vocabulary needed for comprehension. 

2- During Reading Strategies:- 

This is the second stage which happens during reading the actual text. 

According to Babbitt (2002), teachers use different techniques to  monitor  students‘ 

understanding  of the reading passage such as guessing  questioning, investigating 

reference words , expecting text content, reading for specific pieces of information 

and learning to use the dictionary efficiently. The students must understand the real 

content and the meaning of the text by the guide of their teachers. Teachers guide 

students through asking either simple or difficult questions while reading the text. 

Developing students‘ reading skills is the aim of this stage and this can be achieved 

through asking and answering multilevel conception questions such as general 

understanding questions, detailed answer questions and high-order thinking 

questions. 

3- After reading strategies:- 

This is the third stage which occurs after finishing the reading of the text. The 

teacher investigates the reader's ability to explain the actions of text. In other words, 

the reader reflects whatever happened at the start, in the centre and at the end of the 

reading passage. The aim of this stage goes further to help the reader to identify more 

details such as the plot, the setting, the characters and the solution. The teacher 

appropriately tailors her different questions (who, what, where, when, how and why 
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questions)  to each age group. The children require some time  to conclude and link 

to the text to  answer some unremembered questions and to see in what way the 

characters are handled when something particular happened in the story. Kenny 

(2010) asserts that the top priority of after reading activities is in maintaining the 

self-confidence of each reader to help enhancing continued learning. 

2.3 The Third domain: Self-Regulation. 

Self-regulation requires several sophisticated cognitive skills. These include 

awareness of the demands of any given situation; consistent monitoring of behaviour, 

and strategies; attention of how successfully we are meeting the demands of the 

situation; and the ability to change aspects of our current functioning as needed to 

suite the situation or to achieve a goal. Aspects of self-regulation related to various 

positive outcomes for children and youths—include better academic performance, 

problem-solving skills, and reading comprehension; more satisfying interactions with 

peers; higher levels of intrinsic motivation, self-worth, perceived competence, self-

efficacy, moral cognition, and moral conduct; fewer behaviour problems; and lower 

levels of psychopathology (e.g., depression) (Eisenberg, Smith, Sadovsky, & 

Spinrad, 2004; Grolnick, Kurowski, & Gurland, 1999; Howse, Lange, Farran, & 

Boyles, 2003; Kochanska, Murray, & Coy, 1997; Ryan, Connell, & Grolnick, 1992). 

2.3.1 Self· Regulation Skills 

The researcher concludes that Self-regulation is a reference to the way 

persons are metacognitively, motivationally and behaviourally active participants in 

their own learning process that students can reach through practicing comprehension 

strategies. Inquiry based learning can raise self-regulation through its phases where 

planning to determine the main problem that needs to be solved, retrieveing to select 

best strategy to construct data, processing to get deep understanding to what was 

explored, creating to apply their understanding and  sharing to evaluate and make 

judgment are phases that attribute to active participation, reasoning thinking, 

confidence, self-efficacy, and less depression and problems where students become 

capable to solve their problems, responsible for their own learning, have positive 

behaviour to transfer to their world outside school. 
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The Second Section: Previous Studies. 

The First Domain: Studies Related to Inquiry Based Learning. 

Maxwell & Lambeth (2015) conducted a study on Inquiry-Based Learning 

(IBL) and its effect on the academic achievement, attitudes, and engagement of 

fifth-grade science students. The sample was 42 students from two science 

classes. The researchers use the experimental approach. The tool used to 

measure students‘ academic achievement was pre and post-test. The study time 

duration was 6-weeks. The researchers also used Science Attitudes Survey to 

administer students‘ pre-intervention and post-intervention to measure general 

student attitudes about science. Students‘ engagement was measured 3 days a 

week with a student engagement checklist. The teacher-researcher recorded field 

notes to be used for additional documentation. Although the result was not 

statistically significant, students who received IBL instruction recorded higher 

results than students in the traditional group on the academic achievement post-

test. Also students who received IBL instruction show a slightly statistically 

insignificant decline in their positive attitudes towards science but higher 

engagement as compared to students in the control group. 

Nasmilah, Yunus, & Pammu (2015) found out whether or not the use of IBL 

had improved reading comprehension and how IBL in reading class was 

implemented. Forty students of third semesters at STKIP Muhammadiyah 

Sidrap, Indonesia were the samples of this study. This applied quantitative 

method with quasi-experimental design with control and experimental groups: 

21 students in experimental class and 19 students in control class by providing 

pre-posttest for both groups. Instrument used was IELTS reading exam. This 

study revealed that the IBL approach was able to enhance reading 

comprehension of EFL students in the experimental group showed higher result 

in the posttest than students in the control one. As they also, it investigated 

implementation of IBL which referred to previous research that was 5E model 

aligned with the strategies applied in the reading subject of EFL Learners: 

engaging with the topic, exploring reading comprehension strategies, explaining 

the result of the reading comprehension strategies used, elaborating answers of 

formulated questions related with the text and evaluating the whole text through 
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finding new vocabulary and learning process. This study recommended the use 

of IBL theoretically and pedagogically in reading class of undergraduate 

students of English Education major. 

Simsek, Kabapinar (2010) investigate Inquiry-Based Learning (IBL) 

environments effect, on students‘ conceptual understanding of matter, scientific 

process skills and attitudes towards science. The researchers design a teaching 

intervention based on IBL principles, and implement it in a 5th grade science 

class consisting of 20 students. application lasted for 8 weeks as its normal 

provided in science curriculum. Concept test was used to measure how teaching 

intervention was successful. scientific process skills test and attitude scale were 

also used as tools to collect data. The findings showed that IBL had a positive 

effect on students‘ conceptual understanding and scientific process skills, 

although it did not make any difference on their attitudes towards science. 

Yi Lee (2014) conducted a study about Inquiry-based Teaching in Second and 

Foreign Language Pedagogy. A questionnaire was used to explore the 

effectiveness of and students‘ attitudes toward the inquiry-based teaching. The 

participants of the study were 11 students from a small-scale liberal arts college. 

Satisfactory findings were discovered. Students expressed interest and 

enthusiasm on inquiry-based teaching and indicated that this approach reinforced 

their learning and understanding of the material. It was found also that inquiry-

based teaching improved students‘ classroom engagement and raised an 

effective and meaningful learning experience. 

Olagoke, Mobolaji, & Mercy (2014): conducted a study to provide information 

obtained from Junior Secondary School teachers on their orientation towards the 

use of inquiry based approach for teaching Basic Science in Ekiti State, Nigeria. 

All the Basic Science instructors in the State were the study population. A 

sample of one hundred and eighty (180) teachers was selected from the three (3) 

senatorial districts of the State using multi-stage sampling technique. A fifteen-

item scaled response questionnaire was used as an instrument. The items 

addressed teachers‘ related beliefs, orientation and difficulties in implementing 

IBL in Basic Science classrooms. The result showed that many teachers had no 
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knowledge of IBL as reflected in their responses, but they have a strong belief 

that IBL has the potential to overcome learning problems of students in Basic 

Science. The study also revealed that teachers suffer from lack of resources, 

unequipped laboratory, too large class size and lack of time allocation in the 

school time-table for implementing IBL. The study also revealed that the 

opinion of teachers from both genders in the use of IBL did not differ 

significantly. It was recommended that practicing science teachers should 

endeavor to employ IBL in their teaching because of its great benefits to students 

as it allows them to reflect on their own ideas in an effort to build their 

knowledge, understanding and interpretation of ideas. 

Levy, Wilensky (2011) investigated students‘ exploratory actions with 

computer-based multi-agent models when their goal is to construct an equation. 

The study addresses two issues related to learners‘ interactions with computer 

models of complex systems. One involves advancing the field of educational 

data mining by developing a method that associates inquiry actions with 

understanding. The second is concerned with the relationship between 

conceptual and mathematical knowledge in a setting where students construct 

mathematical representations of complex chemical systems. 81 out of 368 high 

school students were the studys‘ sample.  A pre-test/post-test content knowledge 

questionnaire and logs of the students‘ actions in exploring the models were 

used as tools to collect data. Results show that conceptual knowledge of the 

fundamental causes underlying the system‘s behavior affects these strategies. 

Bayram, Oskay, Erdem, Ozgur & Sen (2013) conduct a study on the Effects of 

Iquiry learning method on student motivation. The researcher used the 

nonequivalent control group design (Fraenkel and Eallen,2006;Gay and 

Airasian,2000). The study group was 37 students attending the Department of 

Secondary Science and Mathematics Education at the Faculty of Education 

Hacettepe University. The researcher used the Motivated Strategies for Learning 

Questionnaire (MSLQ) to collect data. The study found that students‘ extrinsic 

goal orientation developed after the application. 
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Shamsudin, Abdullah & Yaamat (2013) investigated the strategies of teaching 

science using an Inquiry based Science Education (IBSE) by Novice Chemistry 

Teachers. The study employed a qualitative research design. Semi-structured 

interviews and document analysis were data collection tools. The study 

participants were three trainee teachers who underwent their teaching practice In 

Semester 2 2011/2012 session.  The findings revealed that the inquiry-based 

teaching strategies employed were able to stimulate excitement among students 

when learning science.  

Abdi (2014) investigated the effects of inquiry-based learning method on 

students‘ academic achievement in sciences lessons. 40 fifth grade students from 

two different classes were selected through purposive sampling method to be the 

study sample. The researcher applied the experimental approach with two 

groups, one of them received inquiry instruction and the other received the 

traditional method. The implication of the strategy lasted eight weeks. A pre-

post achievement test was used to collect data. The results showed that students 

who were taught through inquiry-based learning  achieved higher score than the 

ones who were taught through the traditional method. 

Duran & Dokme (2016) investigated the effect of an activity set developed 

according to the inquiry-based learning approach in the unit ―Particulate 

Structure of Matter‖ on students‘ critical thinking skills in science and 

technology courses. 90 sixth grade students were the sample of this study who 

attended four sixth grade classes of a secondary school. The experimental 

approach with equivalent groups was used. Guided activity which was developed 

by the researchers in line with the inquiry-based learning approach and pre- 

posttest were used as tools to collect data. The study revealed that science and 

technology learning together with the guided activities developed in line with the 

inquiry-based learning approach have significant effects on students‘ critical 

thinking skills in science and technology courses. 
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The Second Domain: Studies Related to Reading Comprehension. 

Asafadi (2017): investigated the effectiveness of Collaborative Strategic 

Reading CSR approach on ninth graders' reading comprehension skills in 

Palestine, learning English motivation and reading motivation. The researcher 

applied the experimental approach. The sample was (80) female students who 

were selected randomly from Al Toffah Preparatory School. The study 

participants were distributed into two equal clusters. CSR was used with the 

experimental cluster while the traditional method of teaching was used with the 

control one. Data collection tools include a questionnaire  used by teachers to 

conclude the most eight important reading comprehension skills, a pre/post 

reading comprehension test, and an English learning motivation scale, and 

reading motivation scale. The result showed that CSR was effective on 

developing ninth graders' reading comprehension skills. 

Keshta (2016): investigated the impact of using Jigsaw Strategy on improving 

Reading Comprehension and Communication skills among Eleventh Graders in 

Rafah. The researcher adopted the experimental approach and employed (76) 

EFL female learners studying at Al- Quds high school in Rafah to be the sample 

for his study. The researcher selected two classes: the first class of (36) students 

were the experimental group and the second one of (40) students were the 

control group. A questionnaire was used to determine the most important 

reading comprehension skills, and to measure the communication skills among 

students an achievement test (Pre& post-test) and an observation card were used. 

The study found out that there were significant differences in learning English 

reading comprehension and communication skills between both groups due to 

using the jigsaw strategy and these differences were in favor of the experimental 

group. 

Bakheet (2016): investigated the impact of using a website on 10th graders' 

English vocabulary, retention and reading skills. The experimental approach was 

adopted. A purposive sample of (84) tenth graders from Osama Bin Zaid 

Secondary School for Boys were selected randomly and assigned to equal 

groups: control and experimental. Three instruments were used to gather data: a 
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checklist to determine the most important five reading comprehension skills, a 

reading comprehension and vocabulary pre, post and retention test. The study 

found that using the Website was effective in developing reading 

comprehension, vocabulary and its retention. 

Al Aila (2015): conducted a study to examine how using the scaffolding strategy 

on developing reading comprehension skills for the seventh graders at UNRWA 

schools in Gaza is effective. The research design was experimental of two 

groups. A purposive sample of (63) students was selected. 32 students were 

taught reading comprehension by scaffolding techniques, while 31 students were 

taught reading comprehension in the traditional way. The results indicated that 

scaffolding strategy is effective on developing reading comprehension. 

Abdal Rahim’s (2015): investigates KWL strategy to see how it is effective on 

Palestinian eleventh graders' reading comprehension, vocabulary and its 

retention and students' attitudes towards English. The experimental approach 

was used.  (64) Male students from the scientific stream at Al Manfalouti 

Secondary School for Boys, were a random sample nominated from (968) 

students enrolled in the scientific stream in the Directorate of Education - middle 

governorate for the academic year 2013-2014. 5 instruments were used: a 

checklist, a pre and post reading comprehension test, a pre and post vocabulary 

test, a delayed vocabulary retention test and a pre and post attitude scale towards 

English language. The researcher used the KWL strategy in teaching the 

experimental group, while the control one used the traditional method. The study 

found that the KWL strategy was effective in developing reading 

comprehension, vocabulary and its retention and in enhancing the attitudes of 

students towards English language. 

Abu El- khair (2014) studies the impact of videos on raising 8
th

 Graders' 

reading comprehension skills in Gaza Governorate schools and their attitudes 

towards reading. The targeted reading comprehension skills were scanning, 

skimming, antonyms and synonyms, making inferences and taking notes. A 

representative sample of (80) eighth graders from Al-Abass Prep "A" girls' 

school were chosen purposively. Three study tools were used: a content analysis 
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checklist, an achievement test (Pre & Post), and an attitude scale (pre & post). 

The study found that videos were effective in developing the eighth graders‘ 

reading comprehension. In addition, the study findings confirmed that videos 

positively affected students' attitudes towards reading and videos. 

Rothong`s (2013): study investigated the effect of reading instruction using 

Questioning- Answer  Relationships and reading strategies on reading 

comprehension ability of eleventh grade students. The sample included (44) 

eleventh grade students studying at Nawamin Trachutit Matchim School in 

Nakhonsawan. The instrument used in this study were the English reading 

comprehension pre –and post – tests, student logs and semi-structure interviews. 

The findings revealed that reading instruction using Questing- Answer 

Relationships and reading strategies were effective on developing reading 

comprehension ability. 

Esleem`s (2012) study investigated the effectiveness of using the story grammar 

approach on raising critical reading skills for the ninth graders at UNRWA 

schools.  A quasi-experimental design was used in this research. (78) 

Students who were chosen from Jabalia Prep (A) school for girls were 

the sample of the study. A content analysis card and achievement test were 

used as tools to collect data. The study results indicated that using the story 

grammar approach is effective on developing critical reading skills.  

Abed El Qader's (2012) study is designed to investigate the influence of 

adapting computerized packages on raising reading skills for the sixth 

graders at UNRWA schools in Gaza Governorates. A quasi-experimental 

approach was adopted. (80) Pupils, who were randomly selected from EL 

Fakhoura prep "B" boys' school, were the sample.  An achievement test 

was the tool for data collection. The study found that computerized 

packages were effective on developing reading skills.  

1. Al Udaini's (2011): suggested a computerized program to see if it is effective on 

developing ninth graders' reading comprehension skills and students' attitudes 

towards reading using the experimental approach. (60) Ninth graders were 

purposively chosen as a representative sample and divided into two equivalent 
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groups. A questionnaire, an achievement test (Pre & Post), the suggested 

computerized program for the reading texts included in the second-term of 

English for Palestine 9, and an attitude scale (pre & post) data instruments. The 

study found that the computerized program was effective in developing the 

reading comprehension skills for ninth graders.  

McKown and Barnett's (2007): study is conducted to see the effectiveness of 

using high-order thinking such as like predicting, connections, visualizing, 

inferring, questioning and summarizing on developing reading comprehension 

for second and third grade students. Met comprehension strategy, state snapshots 

of early literacy test, ready practice reading comprehension test, and the teacher 

observation checklist were used to collect data.  (65) Students were divided into 

two groups of (33) from the second grade and (32) students from the third grade. 

The strategies were introduced and practiced over a sixteen week period ending 

with an assessment. The results showed important improvement in students' 

knowledge of reading comprehension strategies.  

Al-Tatari (2016) investigates the impact of using digital stories on raising 

reading comprehension skills. The experimental approach was used by the 

researcher. (74) students from Beit Lahia Elem Boys school was selected in an 

indiscriminate way to represent the study sample. The sample was divided into 

two groups: experimental and control group. Pre-posttest was used to collect 

data. The result showed the positive impact of using digital stories on developing 

reading comprehension skills for third graders. 
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The Third Domain: Studies Related to Self-Regulation.   

Hurk (2006) investigated the emphasis of  two self-regulated learning strategies, 

namely time planning and self-monitoring. Time planning includes time 

management, scheduling and planning one‘s learning period. Self-monitoring 

includes setting goals, focusing attention and monitoring study activities. The 

aim of the study was first to measure students‘ time planning and self-

monitoring skills and second to examine how time planning and self-monitoring 

skills are connected to actual individual learning period, undeliberate 

participation in the lesson group and cognitive achievement. 165 first-year 

psychology student registered in a problem-based curriculum, completed a 

questionnaire (answer 77%) and their totals on two tests of cognitive 

achievement were used. Results showed that students who are better time-

planners and who have better self-monitoring skills were more well-organized in 

assigning their individual study time, prepared more properly for the lesson 

group meeting (although not significant [n.s.]) and achieved higher scores on 

cognitive tests. 

San, Roslan & Sabouripour (2016) investigate the relationship between the 

components of motivation in self-regulated learning as well as the components 

of learning strategies in self-regulated learning and academic procrastination.  

Academic procrastination creates problems for undergraduates such as stress and 

poor academic performance. The participants in this study included 100 

undergraduates in University Putra Malaysia. The result of a Pearson correlation 

analysis revealed intrinsic goal orientation, task values, rehearsal, elaboration, 

meta cognitive self-regulation, resource management strategies, organization and 

critical thinking as self-regulated learning components that have significant 

negative correlations with academic procrastination. In addition, anxiety was 

found to have a significant positive correlation with academic procrastination. 

Extrinsic goal orientation and control of learning beliefs were not significantly 

correlated to academic procrastination. The findings suggested that in order to 

cope with academic procrastination, an academic procrastinator might consider 

being a self-regulated learner as most of the components of self-regulated 

learning indicated a strong relationship with academic procrastination that can 
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be stimulated in order to improve those lacking components of self-regulated 

learning. Also, to help undergraduates to improve on the components of self-

regulated learning that they lack, strategies can be planned by educators to deal 

with academic procrastination and to increase academic performance. 

Agustiani, Cahyad & Musa (2016) conducted a study on Self-efficacy and 

Self-Regulated Learning as Predictors of Students Academic Performance. 

Correlations between self-efficacy, self-regulation of learning and academic 

achievements was investigated. The sample was 101 students from Faculty of 

Psychology at Universitas Padjadjaran. The study revealed that self-efficacy, 

self-regulation of learning and academic achievements are positively correlated, 

which implies that if one of the three variables experiences a positive or negative 

change, the other two will also experience change. The coefficient correlations 

found in this research are 0.456 for correlation between self-efficacy and self-

regulation of learning, 0.304 for correlation between self-regulation of learning 

and achievement; and 0.263 for correlation between self-efficacy and academic 

achievement. 

Ziadeh (2016) conducted a study to find of the relation between self-regulation 

and the orientations of achievement goals according to the quadrilateral 

classification (goals of precession-boldness and goals of precession-avoidance, 

goals of performance-boldness goals of performance-avoidance) of the students 

of Tenth Class in Gaza city. The sample of the study consisted of (500) male and 

female students from education directorates of East and West Gaza with the rate 

of (212) male students and (288) female students. The researcher used the 

analytical descriptive method, the measurement of self-regulation and the 

measurement of orientations of achievement goals and both were prepared by 

the researcher. 

The study shows that there is a positive statistical relation at the level of 0.01 

between the two dimensions of orientations of precession (boldness-avoidance) 

and measurement of self-regulation with all its dimensions and whole degree . 

There is a positive statistical familiarity at the level of less than 0.05 between the 

dimension of performance orientations-boldness and dimensions of planning and 
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laying the goals, self-evaluation, self- reinforcement, control of external 

stimulants and the whole degree of the measurement of self-regulation. There is 

a negative statistical indication at the level of 0.01 between the dimension of 

performance orientations-avoidance and the two dimensions of self- observation 

and control of external stimulants. There is no relation with statistical indication 

between dimension of performance orientations-avoidance and dimensions of 

planning and laying goals, self-evaluation, self- reinforcement, and the whole 

degree of measurement of self-regulation. There are no differences of statistical 

indication between the average of the marks of the male specimen individuals 

and the average of the marks of the female specimen individuals on all 

dimensions and the whole degree of the measurement of self-regulation. 

Aladialeh, Alturkey & Alqemish (2008): The Effectiveness of a Teaching 

Program in Developing Self-Regulation Skills for the Primary Stage Students 

with Learning Disabilities. This study aims to evaluate the efficiency of a 

teaching program in developing self-regulation skills of students with Learning 

Disabilities. The sample of the study consisted of (40) 6th grade students with 

learning disabilities. (20 males &20 females). The students were randomly 

distributed into two groups: - The first (Experimental) includes 20 L.D students 

of both males & females. - The second (Control) consists of 20 L.D. students of 

both males & females. The Experimental Group got training on a program of 18 

sessions, for 9 weeks, the duration of each session takes 45-50 minutes. But the 

Control Group didn't have any training. A pretest – posttest control group design 

was used. Self-regulation scale was used to collect information and compare the 

student' performance of pretest & posttest for both experimental and control 

group. The results were analyzed by using (ANCOVA) to determine the effect of 

the independent variable on the dependent variables. 

The findings of this study were as follows: -There were significant differences in 

self- regulation skills at (á = 0.05), between experimental research group and 

control group. According to achieved results, the activation of the educational 

programs is important. 
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Flowers (2013): investigates the relationship between the academic self-

regulation and the educational outcomes. The sample consisted of African 

American males pursuing education degrees that finished the National Survey of 

Student Engagement.  The researcher used Spearman‘s rank correlation 

coefficients to analyse data. The statistical results showed positive correlations 

between the academic experiences and educational outcomes. The researcher 

recommended the Application of student progress research, implications for 

teacher education programs.  

Russell, Warner (2017): discussed the concept of self-regulated learning (SRL). 

The researchers used the convenience sample; data were collected through an 

online survey. The sample was 130 undergraduate students attending universities 

in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Regression analysis and inferential 

measures identifying themes were used to analyse data in participants‘ study 

habits in order to examine whether it is future time perspective FTP or self-

efficacy that more strongly predicts SRL behaviours. Results showed that self-

efficacy is a much stronger predictor of SRL in undergraduate students than goal 

setting, as measured by FTP.  

Perry (2006): conducted a study on mentoring student teachers to support self-

regulated learning. The researcher indicated that promoting SRL in elementary 

children school  requires student awareness and good instruction that may be 

beyond the capabilities of beginning teachers. Findings from the first 2 years in a 

4-year investigation aim to know whether and how highly effective, high-SRL 

teachers in a large, diverse, suburban Canadian school district can mentor 

student teachers to design tasks and develop practices that support elementary 

school students‘ SRL. Across the first two years, 37 student teachers were paired 

with 37 mentor teachers in grades K–5 in a cohort that emphasized SRL theory 

and practice. Overall, student teachers continued with the same mentors 

throughout their yearlong teacher education program and were supported by 

faculty associates and researchers who also had proficiency in promoting SRL. 

Researchers observed mentor and student teachers teaching, vid-eotaped 

professional seminars, and collected samples of student teachers‘ reflections on 

teaching, lesson plans, and unit plans. The observational data showed that many 
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student teachers were able to design tasks and implement practices associated 

with the promotion of SRL. In general, student teachers‘ tasks and practices look 

like those of their mentors, and the complexity of the tasks that mentors and 

student teachers designed was strongly predictive of opportunities for students to 

develop and engage in SRL. 

Bezzina (2010): investigates gender differences in mathematics performance 

and in self-regulated learning (SRL) in Malta. A representative sample of 400 

Grade 11 students (aged 14‐ 15) attending Maltese mixed‐ ability schools 

undertook a mathematics test and responded to a questionnaire. The resulting 

performance and SRL measures were used to answer four questions empirically. 

The study found that girls performed significantly better than boys (r = 0.2) and 

this difference was mainly due to the low performance of low‐ achieving boys. 

While all SRL components identified by factor analysis (self‐ efficacy, intrinsic 

value, test anxiety and SRL strategy use) produced a significant main effect on 

performance, girls reported greater use of SRL strategies, boys claimed to be 

more self‐ efficacious and intrinsically motivated while no significant gender 

difference was reported for test anxiety. Finally, the students' use of SRL 

strategies accounts for the differential performance in mathematics of Maltese 

boys and girls. 

Darcy, Sarette, Boghigian, Martin and Marley (2017): investigate the support 

that children need to build self-regulation skills.  The study investigated how a 

sample of 19 kindergarten students‘ self-regulation skills improved through 

direct instruction and effective scaffolding techniques.  Self-regulated instruction 

was adapted to behavior activities for three months.  Data were collected from 

19 heterogeneously grouped students in an experimental (N=19) classroom. Pre- 

and post- questionnaires on self-regulation were used as a tool to collect data. 

The results of this study suggested that the participants improved self-regulation 

skills due to suitable interventions and that self-regulated learning positively 

affected performance. 
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General Commentary on the Previous Studies  

The researcher reviewed various studies directly relevant to the theme of this 

study. As a result, this has enriched the researcher's background and broadened her 

understanding in this regard. The researcher found that the reviewed studies were 

various and beneficial for the research. They were conducted by different researchers 

in different countries, universities, and schools, administered on different students in 

different levels from different countries and universities, and adopted different kinds 

of tools to achieve their aims. There are relationships (similarities and differences) 

between these studies and the current one. The following conclusions can be driven: 

Considering the first domain all of the studies showed that Inquiry learning 

strategy has a remarkable, positive effect on developing students‘ learning in general 

and in English language skills in particular. This method is effective in 

teaching/learning process especially TEFL because it helps students to be involved in 

the learning process. 

With regard to the second domain all studies revealed the significance of 

using Inquiry learning strategy on developing reading comprehension. 

While the third domain revealed the significance of using Inquiry learning strategy 

on developing self-regulation. 

Some researchers like Maxwell & Lambeth (2015), Bayram, et. Al (2013) 

and Abdi (2014) devoted themselves to examine the effect of Inquiry learning 

strategy on the Academic achievement and motivation. Others like Nasmilah, et. Al 

(2015) investigate the effect of Inquiry learning strategy on developing reading 

comprehension. Duran & Dokme (2016) investigate the effect of Inquiry learning 

strategy on students‘ critical thinking. Simsek and Kabapinar (2010) investigate 

Inquiry-Based Learning (IBL) environment effect on students‘ conceptual 

understanding of matter and scientific process skills. 

The important issue that the researcher observed in the previous studies is the 

homological results, since all the previous studies showed positive effect of using 

inquiry learning strategy on developing students' learning and achievement as well as 

reading comprehension and self-regulation. 
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Most importantly, all the previous studies are very new as three studies occurred in 

2017, seven studies occurred in 2016, four in 2015, four in 2014 and twelve studies 

in 2013-2006. 

With regard to instruments, the previous studies displayed various tools. They 

included pre-test, post-test, interviews, observation, surveys, semi-structured 

interview and quasi- experimental design. 

It should be mentioned that some of those previous studies used more than 

one tool in the same study. For example, Asafadi (2017) used three instruments 

which were: test and two scales and Bakheet (2016) used Checklist, reading 

comprehension and vocabulary pre-post and retention test. 

Asafadi (2017), Keshta (2016), Bakheet (2016), Al Aila (2015), Abdal Rahim 

(2015), Abu El- khair (2014), Rothong (2013), Esleem (2012), Abed El Qader 

(2012), Al Udaini (2011), McKown and Barnett (2007), Al-Tatari (2016) devoted 

themselves to investigate the most important reading skills and the strategies 

enhancing their development.   

Hurk (2006), San, et. Al (2016), Agustiani, et. Al (2016), Ziadeh (2016), 

Aladialeh, et. Al (2008), Flowers (2013), Russell & Warner (2017), Perry (2006), 

Bezzina (2010), Darcy, et. Al (2017) studies were focused on self-regulation and 

how it could be enhanced through different strategies.  

Studies conducted were Arab and foreign studies. However, no study in Gaza 

nor in Arab countries adopted a study for inquiry learning strategy that tackled the 

effect of inquiry learning strategy on developing the students' comprehension in 

English language reading skills. Studies in different subjects benefited the researcher 

in the sense that the core of Inquiry as a strategy is to create a suitable learning that 

stimulates the students' energy towards learning. This energy fosters students' 

interaction which results in better achievement. 

This study may differ from the other studies in a number of points: 

The place: as it is the first study that adopts learning by inquiry and its impact 

on student's  comprehension in English language reading skills in Gaza in general 

and in Gaza refugees schools in particular, to the researcher's best knowledge-with 
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their special conditions- that studies the impact of using inquiry learning strategy on 

developing reading comprehension skills in Gaza.  

The Palestinian context in the Gaza Strip: The context in the Gaza Strip is 

exceptional as UNRWA provides services for various sectors; where education is one 

of them. With the spread of poverty, most people in Gaza depend on UNRWA food 

assistance, health and educational services. Still the situation in Gaza moving to the 

brink of poverty, war and collapse leaving the Palestinians with almost no hope in 

the near future. These complicated situations have reflections on education and on 

students‘ self-confidence and self-regulation. 

The target group: administering the experiment of the ninth graders' has its 

significance being a basic stage. That means the research results can be generalized 

to other stages. The literature review has paved the way for the researcher, facilitated 

her work and provided her with model instruments used for collecting and analyzing 

data to carry out this study. The researcher wishes that this study would be one circle 

in this hard work series. Moreover,  there isn‘t any study that investigated the impact 

of inquiry learning strategy on developing 9th graders' English language reading 

comprehension in Gaza. It should be mentioned that this study with main textbook is 

based on the Palestinian curriculum. Generally, the available literature about inquiry 

learning strategy is still in need of more studies. By carrying out such a study, the 

researcher hopes to enrich the empirical studies in the field of teaching/learning 

English skills. 
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Chapter III:  

Methodology 

3.1  Introduction 

This chapter contains the steps followed during the study. It also presents a 

comprehensive explanation of the methodology of the study in terms of the 

participants, the instrumentation, the pilot study, and the research design. Moreover, 

the chapter introduces the statistical treatment of the study findings. 

3.2  Research Design 

The researcher implemented the experimental approach because of the nature 

of the research which aimed at identifying the effect of inquiry learning strategy on 

developing reading comprehension and self-regulation of ninth graders. To attain the 

aims of this study, two groups were selected, an experimental group and a control 

group. 

The inquiry learning strategy was used in teaching the female students of the 

experimental group, while the traditional method was used with the control group 

students. 

The research includes three variables; the first variable is using inquiry 

learning strategy. The second variable is reading comprehension. The third variable 

is students‘ self-regulation. 

3.3 Sample of the Study 

The sample of the study was comprised of (76) female students distributed 

into two classes. One of the classes represented the control group and consisted of 

(38) female students; and the other represented the experimental (38) female students 

and consisted of 38 Students. 

 

The study sample was chosen intentionally from Al- Nusiarat ―A‖ girl prep 

School the researcher selected and distributed the sample into two equivalent groups 

randomly. 
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3.4 The Study Tools 

The researcher adopted  the following tools: 

1- Reading Comprehension Skills Checklist. 

2- Reading Comprehension achievement test 

3- Aubrey and Brown (1994) Self-regulation scale 

 

3.4.1 Reading comprehension skills checklist: 

The reading comprehension skills checklist was prepared by the researcher 

based on the overall goals of the reading comprehension skills for the ninth graders 

which were arranged by the English Language Curriculum (1999) as a checklist for 

teachers and supervisors. Also the list was developed in the light of previous studies 

and literature review (Abu El- Khair, 2014), (Al Aila, 2015), (Keshta, 2016), and 

(Al- Safadi, 2017). 

The aim of the checklist 

The checklist aimed at determining the most important reading 

comprehension skills for the ninth graders to be used in the pre and post achievement 

tests in order to assess the improvement in these targeted skills as a result of 

intervention of "Inquiry Learning Strategy". 

The bases of raising the checklist 

The researcher used many bases to develop a reading comprehension skills 

checklist such as: previous studies, review of reading lessons in (English for 

Palestine 9) textbook, review of Palestinian Curriculum Plan (1999), and advice from 

English language teachers, supervisors and experts. 

Explanation of the checklist 

A checklist of (10) items was used in this study to rate the degree of 

importance of the most important reading comprehension skills for the ninth graders. 

Respondents were asked to rate each item of the reading comprehension skills as 

follows: (1) = very important, (2) = important, and (3) = slightly important. 
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Validity of the checklist 

To assess the checklist validity, the checklist was given to panel of specialists 

to judge the validity of these skills. The researcher took their valuable notes into 

consideration and made all the necessary modifications accordingly. 

Application of the checklist 

The checklist was given to (3) English language supervisors, (12) expert 

teachers, and (5) faculty members of Palestinian universities to rate the degree of 

significance of the most important reading comprehension skills for the ninth 

graders. After that, relative weight was calculated and the most important skills 

which got more than (85%) were chosen. Table (3.1) shows the most important 

skills:- 

Table (3.1): ranking reading comprehension skills for the ninth graders 

No. Skills Percentage Rank 

1. Identify the main ideas of a reading text. 92.24 1 

2. Summarize the main ideas of a reading text. 80.44 9 

3. Make predictions about content. 88.20 4 

4. Make inferences. 90.00 3 

5. Identify supporting details. 82.56 7 

6. Use context to guess meaning of unknown words. 88.00 5 

7. Distinguish fact from opinion. 78.40 10 

8. Scan texts for specific information. 83.78 6 

9. Recognize reference words. 90.66 2 

10. 
Give personal and critical responses to texts, ideas 

and arguments. 
81.25 8 

The results indicated that there were (5) significant skills out of the (10) 

reading comprehension skills and the ranking of the most important skills was as 

follows:- 

 Identify the main ideas of a reading text. 

 Recognize reference words. 

 Make inferences. 
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 Make predictions about content. 

 Use context to guess meaning of unknown words. 

3.4.2 Reading comprehension test 

The reading comprehension test was organized by the researcher to measure 

the students' achievement in the following six reading comprehension skills: identify 

the main ideas of a reading text, recognize reference words, make inferences, make 

guesses about content, scan texts for particular information, and use context to guess 

meaning of unknown words. 

The test was organized by the researcher to measure the students' level in 

reading comprehension skills. 

The test was administered as a pre and post-test was designed to test students' 

level. Presumably the questions were familiar to the students since they are similar to 

those in their textbook. Consequently, they are to some degree regular questions to 

be responded by most learners. The questions were specified appropriate time before 

the test began in order to provide students some time to think or talk about the 

answers. 

Every single question aimed at evaluating the students' level according to 

skills of identify the main ideas of a reading text, recognize reference words, make 

inferences, make predictions about content, scan texts for specific information, and 

use context to guess meaning of unknown words.. The questions were accustomed to 

the students; consequently, they were appropriate to their levels and interests. 

Reading comprehension test consisted of (3) questions. 

Every question consisted of one paragraph and many items aimed to measure 

students' level according to reading comprehension skills. 

The purpose of the reading comprehension test 

The test was one of the study tools which aimed at measuring the impact of 

inquiry learning strategy on raising reading comprehension and self-regulation 

among ninth graders in Gaza. The purposes of the test were to examine the students' 

ability to: 
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 Identify the main ideas of a reading text. 

 Recognize reference words. 

 Make inferences. 

 Make predictions about content. 

 Use context to guess meaning of unknown words. 

The bases of constructing the reading comprehension test 

The researcher referred to many resources in designing the test. In addition to 

her own experience, she depended on English for Palestine 9 textbook to construct 

the reading comprehension test. Also, the researcher consulted English supervisors 

and experienced teachers as well. 

3.5 The pilot study 

A pilot study was required to find out whether the test is well constructed or 

not. The results of the pilot study can be a good indicator for making any necessary 

modifications in the final version of the test. So, the reading comprehension test was 

implemented on a random sample of (40) ninth graders from Al- Nusiarat ―A‖ girl 

prep School intentionally, who have the same characteristics of the study sample.  

Validity of the Test 

The researcher checked both the validity of reading comprehension skills test 

according to the trial application. The following steps were followed:- 

Referee Validity 

The initial version of the reading comprehension test was distributed to a 

panel of experts in English language and methodology, at Gaza universities and 

colleges, supervisors and experienced teachers. They kindly reviewed this test and 

give useful tips which were considered in the constructing of the final version of the 

reading comprehension test. See Appendix (1) 

Internal Consistency Validity 

The researcher used Pearson correlation coefficient to compute the internal 

consistency of the test items. To measure such validity, Pearson Correlation 
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computed the relationship between the items and total degree of the test. Table (3.2) 

defines the internal consistency of the reading comprehension skills test questions. 

Table (3.2): Correlation Coefficients Between Items and all Degree 

Q No. Corr Sig. Q No. Corr Sig 

Q (1) 

1 **0.625 Sign at (0.01) 

Q (2) 

4 **0.523 Sign at (0.01) 

2 **0.512 Sign at (0.01) 5 **0.440 Sign at (0.01) 

3 **0.486 Sign at (0.01) 6 **0.524 Sign at (0.01) 

4 **0.639 Sign at (0.01) 

Q (3) 

1 **0.540 Sign at (0.01) 

5 **0.557 Sign at (0.01) 2 **0.675 Sign at (0.01) 

6 **0.659 Sign at (0.01) 3 **0.550 Sign at (0.01) 

Q (2) 

1 **0.592 Sign at (0.01) 4 *0.387 Sign at (0.01) 

2 **0.577 Sign at (0.01) 5 **0.763 Sign at (0.01) 

3 **0.607 Sign at (0.01) 6 **0.567 Sign at (0.01) 

** r table at (df.= 38), sign level (0.01) =  (0.38) 

* r table at (df.= 38), sign level (0.05) = (0.32) 

Table (3.2) displays that all correlation coefficients are significant at 0.01, so 

that the reading comprehension skills items are valid. 

Then the researcher calculated the correlation coefficient between test 

questions and all degree. Table (3.3) shows the results:- 

 

Table (3.3): Correlation Coefficients Between questions and all Degree 

Questions Items Correlation coefficients Sign value 

Question 1 6 **0.725 Sign at (0.01) 

Question 2 6 **0.849 Sign at (0.01) 

Question 3 5 **0.819 Sign at (0.01) 

** r table at (df.= 38), sign level (0.01) =  (0.38) 

* r table at (df.= 38), sign level (0.05) = (0.32) 

Table (3.3) displays that all correlation coefficients are significant at 0.01, so 

that the reading comprehension skills questions are valid. 
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Time Estimation 

Actually, to observe the appropriateness of the test in terms of time, difficulty 

and discrimination coefficient, the test was conducted as a pilot study on (40) 

students who have similar characteristics of the target, control and experimental 

groups. These (40) students are from the same cultural and environmental 

background. The researcher used the following equation to compute the test time. 

The trial application assisted in guessing the time required for answering the 

questions according to the following equation: 

                

  
                                                      

  
 

                  
           

  
 

From the above equation the researcher identified the test time approximately 

at (37) minutes. So the researcher restricted (40) minutes for students. 

Difficulty Coefficient 

Difficulty Coefficient means the percentage of the failing pupils to the total 

of pupils who took the test. It can be calculated by using the following equation: 

                   
                                       

                      
 

Table (3.4) displays the difficulty coefficient for each item of the reading 

comprehension skills test items and total degree. 

Discrimination Coefficient 

Discrimination coefficient: refers to the test ability to differentiate between 

the high achieving students and the low achieving counterparts. 

                     

  
                                                                         

                                        
 

Table (3.4) displays the discrimination coefficient for each item of the 

reading comprehension skills items and total degree. 
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Table (3.4): Difficulty Coefficients and Discrimination Coefficient for Each Item 

and all Degree 

Q No. 
Difficulty 

coefficients 

Discriminati

on 

coefficients 

Q No. 

Difficulty 

coefficient

s 

Discriminati

on 

coefficients 

Q 

(1) 

1 0.43 0.45 
Q 

(2) 

4 0.35 0.50 

2 0.60 0.50 5 0.45 0.43 

3 0.40 0.64 6 0.50 0.48 

4 0.66 0.45 

Q 

(3) 

1 0.66 0.38 

5 0.40 0.40 2 0.40 0.40 

6 0.40 0.51 3 0.48 0.42 

Q 

(2) 

1 0.53 0.68 4 0.58 0.40 

2 0.43 0.47 5 0.53 0.48 

3 0.55 0.64 6 0.42 0.50 

Difficulty coefficients 

average 
0.50 

Discrimination 

coefficients average 
0.48 

Table (3.4) results indicated that the difficulty coefficients ranged between 

0.35 to 0.66, where the average of all difficulty coefficients is 0.50. This means that 

each item is acceptable or in the normal limit of difficulties according to the 

viewpoint of assessment and evaluation specialists. 

And the results show that the discrimination coefficients ranged between 0.38 

to 0.68, where the average of all discrimination coefficients 0.48. The discrimination 

coefficients of all test items are also acceptable since they is above 30%. 

This means that the test items contain good difficulty and discrimination 

coefficients. 

Reliability of the Test 

The test is considered reliable when it gives similar results if it is 

implemented twice within similar conditions. The researcher examined the test 

reliability coefficients through the following tools:- 
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Split Half Method 

This method depends on splitting the reading comprehension skills test, and 

calculating the correlation between the parts, then making a correction for the 

correlation coefficient by Prophecy Formula. 

              (   
   
      

 

  
 ), where 

S
2

h1 is the unbiased estimator of the variances of one set of half test scores; 

S
2

h2 is the unbiased estimator of the variances of second set of half test scores; 

S
2

x is the unbiased estimator of the variances of total test scores. 

Table (3.5) shows Split Half coefficients for the reading comprehension skills 

test: 

Table (3.5): Reliability for the reading comprehension skills test by Spilt Half Method 

Model Items Correlation Reliability 

Spilt half method 18 0.721 83.78 

Table (3.5) results show that the reliability coefficients is acceptable 

because it is above (0.7) (O'dah, 2002, p.176), which means that the test is 

reliable and valid to apply. 

Kuder -Richardson (K-21) method: 

K-R21 test is based on calculating the percentages of correct answers 

to the test items and also on the variance of every item. 

K-R21 formula = 
 

   
 *   

       

      
+ 

N: Number of test items. 

  : Marks means. 

  : Marks contrast. 

The results showed that the reliability coefficient by Kuder- 

Richardson coefficient equals 86% which means that the test is reliable and 

valid to be applied. 
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And the final (a pre- post) reading comprehension skills test was as 

follows:- 

Table (3.6): ranking reading comprehension skills for the ninth graders 

No. Skills Items Marks 

1. Identify the main ideas of a reading text. 4 5 

2. Make predictions about content. 2 6 

3. Make inferences. 4 11 

4. Use context to guess meaning of unknown words. 6 13 

5. Recognize reference words. 2 5 
 

Self- Regulation Scale:- 

The researcher used (Aubrey & Brown‘s, 1994) scale to measure self-

regulation among ninth graders. And to achieve the study objectives the researcher 

translated (Aubrey & Brown, 1994) to Arabic. 

The scale consisted of (63) items, which were distributed into (7) domains as 

follows:- 

1. Receiveing related information (9 items). 

2. Evaluating the information and relating it to standards (9 items). 

3. Triggering change (9 items). 

4. Searching for options (9 items). 

5. Formulating a plan (9 items). 

6. Implementing the plan (9 items). 

7. Assessing the plan's effectiveness (9 items). 

Pilot application 

A pilot application was required to find out whether the scale is well 

constructed or not. The results of the pilot application can be a good indicator for 

making any necessary modifications in the final version of the scale. So, the self- 

regulation scale was applied on a random sample of (40) ninth graders from Al- 

Nusiarat ―A‖ girl prep school intentionally, who have the same features of the study 
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sample. The results were recorded and statistically analyzed to assess the validity and 

reliability of the scale. 

Validity of the Scale: 

The researcher tested  the validity of the scale based on the trial application. 

The following steps were adopted:- 

Referee validity: 

The scale was presented to a panel of experts in English language, 

methodology and psychology university professors in Gaza universities, Ministry of 

Education and experienced supervisors. The items of the attitude scale were changed 

according to their recommendations. The researcher reformulated (18) items. 

Internal consistency validity: 

The internal consistency validity indicates the correlation of the degree of 

each item with the total average of the scale. It also indicates the correlation of the 

domain of each item with the total score of the domains on the sample which was 

(40) female students, by using Pearson Formula. 

Table (3.7) shows correlation coefficient between domains and all degree: 

Table (3.7): Correlation coefficients between scale domains and all degree 

No. Domains 
Correlation 

coefficients 
Sign value 

1 Receiving relevant information **0.787 Sign at (0.01) 

2 
Evaluating the information and comparing it 

to norms 
**0.828 Sign at (0.01) 

3 Triggering change **0.834 Sign at (0.01) 

4 Searching for options **0.851 Sign at (0.01) 

5 Formulating a plan **0.739 Sign at (0.01) 

6 Implementing the plan **0.699 Sign at (0.01) 

7 Assessing the plan's effectiveness **0.704 Sign at (0.01) 

** r table at (df.= 38), sign level (0.01) =  (0.38) 

* r table at (df.= 38), sign level (0.05) = (0.32) 
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Table (3.8) showed that Sig. values less than (0.01), so correlation 

coefficients are significant at (0.01), that means scale were interested in high valid. 

Table (3.8): Correlation coefficients between test items and all degree 

Items 
Correlation 

coefficients 
Sign value Items 

Correlation 

coefficients 
Sign value 

1 **0.741 Sign at (0.01) 33 **0.605 Sign at (0.01) 

2 **0.834 Sign at (0.01) 34 *0.355 Sign at (0.05) 

3 **0.567 Sign at (0.01) 35 *0.368 Sign at (0.05) 

4 **0.653 Sign at (0.01) 36 **0.505 Sign at (0.01) 

5 **0.686 Sign at (0.01) 37 **0.455 Sign at (0.01) 

6 **0.732 Sign at (0.01) 38 *0.362 Sign at (0.05) 

7 **0.625 Sign at (0.01) 39 **0.422 Sign at (0.01) 

8 **0.490 Sign at (0.01) 40 **0.747 Sign at (0.01) 

9 *0.323 Sign at (0.05) 41 **0.447 Sign at (0.01) 

10 **0.657 Sign at (0.01) 42 **0.578 Sign at (0.01) 

11 **0.822 Sign at (0.01) 43 **0.464 Sign at (0.01) 

12 **0.814 Sign at (0.01) 44 **0.488 Sign at (0.01) 

13 **0.395 Sign at (0.01) 45 **0.525 Sign at (0.01) 

14 *0.331 Sign at (0.05) 46 **0.699 Sign at (0.01) 

15 **0.686 Sign at (0.01) 47 **0.499 Sign at (0.01) 

16 **0.755 Sign at (0.01) 48 *0.379 Sign at (0.05) 

17 **0.852 Sign at (0.01) 49 **0.598 Sign at (0.01) 

18 **0.900 Sign at (0.01) 50 **0.596 Sign at (0.01) 

19 **0.859 Sign at (0.01) 51 **0.456 Sign at (0.01) 

20 **0.792 Sign at (0.01) 52 **0.410 Sign at (0.01) 

21 **0.863 Sign at (0.01) 53 **0.623 Sign at (0.01) 

22 **0.690 Sign at (0.01) 54 **0.650 Sign at (0.01) 

23 *0.340 Sign at (0.05) 55 **0.447 Sign at (0.01) 

24 **0.577 Sign at (0.01) 56 **0.570 Sign at (0.01) 

25 **0.598 Sign at (0.01) 57 **0.666 Sign at (0.01) 

26 **0.729 Sign at (0.01) 58 **0.608 Sign at (0.01) 

27 **0.772 Sign at (0.01) 59 **0.731 Sign at (0.01) 
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Items 
Correlation 

coefficients 
Sign value Items 

Correlation 

coefficients 
Sign value 

28 **0.707 Sign at (0.01) 60 **0.487 Sign at (0.01) 

29 **0.629 Sign at (0.01) 61 **0.572 Sign at (0.01) 

30 **0.493 Sign at (0.01) 62 **0.668 Sign at (0.01) 

31 **0.526 Sign at (0.01) 63 **0.582 Sign at (0.01) 

32 **0.530 Sign at (0.01)  

** r table at (df.= 38), sign level (0.01) =  (0.38) 

* r table at (df.= 38), sign level (0.05) = (0.32) 

Table (3.8) showed that Sig. values were less than (0.01) or (0.05), so 

correlation coefficients are sign at (0.01) or (0.05), that mean scale items interested 

in high valid. 

Reliability of the Scale: 

The scale is reliable when it provides very similar results when re-applied in 

the same settings (Al Agha & Al Ostaz, 2004, p. 108). The researcher used the pilot 

study to calculate the reliability of the scale which was measured by Alpha Cronbach 

and split-half methods. 

Split- Half Method 

The researcher calculated the correlation between the even-numbered items 

with odd-numbered items. 

Then, the researcher used (Guttman) formula to modify the length of the 

scale. Then she corrected correlation coefficient by using Guttman Formula. 

              (   
   
      

 

  
 ), where 

S
2

h1 is the unbiased estimator of the variances of one set of half test scores; 

S
2

h2 is the unbiased estimator of the variances of second set of half test scores; 

S
2

x is the unbiased estimator of the variances of total test scores. 
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Table (3.9): Reliability for the scale domains and all degree by spilt half method 

Domains Items S
2

h1 S
2

h2 S
2

x Reliability 

Receiving relevant information 9 0.725 0.603 0.849 0.916 

Evaluating the information and 

comparing it to norms 
9 0.596 0.566 0.731 0.838 

Triggering change 9 0.613 0.574 0.758 0.860 

Searching for options 9 0.722 0.534 0.863 0.923 

Formulating a plan 9 0.639 0.522 0.691 0.812 

Implementing the plan 9 0.544 0.467 0.659 0.785 

Assessing the plan's effectiveness 9 0.589 0.475 0.702 0.820 

The scale 63 0.774 0.616 0.846 0.907 

Table (3.9) showed that all correlation coefficients are significant at (0.01), where the 

reliability coefficient by using Split- Half after modification is (0.907) for all items. 

Alpha Cronbach Method: 

The researcher calculates the Cronbach's Alpha coefficients for domains and 

all degree. Table (3.10) shows the results: 

Table (3.10): Reliability for the scale domains by Alpha Cronbach Method 

Model Items 
Alpha Cronbach 

Coefficient 

Receiving relevant information 9 0.825 

Evaluating the information and comparing it to norms 9 0.888 

Triggering change 9 0.907 

Searching for options 9 0.911 

Formulating a plan 9 0.904 

Implementing the plan 9 0.874 

Assessing the plan's effectiveness 9 0.867 

The scale 63 0.922 
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Table (3.10) showed that Alpha Cronbach coefficients are more than (0.7), and 

Alpha Cronbach coefficient for all degree equals (0.922). This means that the scale 

was appropriate for conducting the study. 

Controlling the Variables 

To ensure the accuracy of the results and avoid the effect of any extraneous 

variable, the researcher tried to control the following variables before the study. 

General Achievement Variable: 

Independent samples T-test was used to measure the statistical differences 

between the groups concerning their general achievement. The subjects' results in the 

first term of the scholastic year (2017-2018) were recorded and analyzed. Table 

(3.11) shows the results: 

Table (3.11): T Test for Differences Between Control and Experimental Groups 

Due to General Achievement 

Variable Group No. Mean Std. T Sig. 

General 

achievement 

Control 38 243.504 39.43 
0.666 0.508 

Experimental 38 250.887 46.13 

* T table at (df = 74), (α ≤ 0.05) equal (2) 

 

Table (3.11) results display that Sig. value more than 0.05, and t calculated 

less than t tabled. So there are no statistically significant differences at 0.05 between 

experimental and control groups concerning the general achievement variable. 

English Language Achievement Variable: 

T-test was used to measure the statistical differences between the groups 

concerning their English language achievement. The results in the first term of the 

school year (2017-2018) were recorded and analyzed. Table (3.12) shows the results: 
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Table (3.12): T Test for Differences Between control and Experimental Groups 

in English Language Achievement 

Variable Group No. Mean Std. t Sig. 

English language 

achievement 

Control 38 57.173 18.7 
1.143 0.258 

Experimental 38 62.530 17.6 

* T table at (df = 74), (α ≤ 0.05) equal (2) 

 

Table (3.12) results display that Sig. value is more than 0.05, and t calculated 

value is less than t tabled. So there are no statistical differences at 0.05 between the 

experimental and the control groups concerning the English language achievement 

variable. 

Previous Performance in reading comprehension skills Test 

To ensure that the two groups are similar in their previous mastery of the 

achievement in study tool, the researcher examined the two groups‘ performance on 

the pre achievement test. Table (3.13) outlines the results of the test. 

Table (3.13): T Test for Differences between Control and Experimental Groups 

in A Pre reading comprehension skills test 

Tool Group No. Mean Std. t Sig. 

Reading 

comprehension test 

Control 38 13.105 3.0 

0.172 0.864 
Experimental 38 13.00 2.9 

* T table at (df = 74), (α ≤ 0.05) equal (2) 

 

Table (3.13) results showed that Sig. value more than 0.05, and t calculated 

value is less than t table. So there are no statistical significant differences at 0.05 

between the experimental and the control groups concerning the pre-reading 

comprehension skills test. 
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Previous Performance in self- regulation scale 

To ensure that the two groups are similar in their previous mastery of the 

achievement in study tool, the researcher examined the two groups‘ performance on 

the pre achievement test. Table (3.14) outlines the results of the test. 

Table (3.14): T Test for Differences between Control and Experimental Groups 

in A Pre self – regulation scale application 

Tool Group No. Mean Std. t Sig. 

self – regulation 

 scale 

Control 38 194.82 16.10 

0.511 0.611 
Experimental 38 192.30 25.91 

* T table at (df = 74), (α ≤ 0.05) equal (2) 

 

Table (3.14) results showed that Sig. value is more than 0.05, and t calculated 

value is less than t table. So there are no statistically significant differences at 0.05 

between the experimental and the control groups concerning the pre- application of 

self- regulation scale. 

 

3.6 Teacher Guide 

The Overall Purpose of the Teacher's Guide and Reading Comprehension 

Lesson Plan  

The researcher has organized a teacher's guide which includes lesson plans for 

the selected lessons allowed in student's book English for Palestine 9 (Appendix 6) 

The researcher has prepared a teacher's guide built on the use of Inquiry 

learning strategy to help the instructor who will do the experiment and instruct the 

study sample. 

The Bases of Planning the Teacher's Guide 

In order to design the teacher's guide and the lesson plan, the researcher has 

revised related literature of the earlier studies, methodology references, and referred 

to English supervisors and teachers. 
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Explanation of the Teacher's Guide 

Based on the qualified supervisors and teachers' advice, the investigator has 

organized a teacher's guide. It comprises the objectives and procedures of each 

lesson, information and explanation and how to read and utilize passages in student's 

book English for Palestine 9. It also displays the definition of the strategy, skills, and 

the teacher's interventions. Furthermore, the investigator has suggested a lesson plan 

including the specific objectives, key words, key structure, sources and teaching 

assistances, processes and techniques, and assignments. Here is an explanation of the 

components of the lesson plan: 

 The Objectives: The investigator defined the particular objectives of each 

lesson, which were respectively derived from the reading texts to be achieved, 

highlighting the reading skills planned to be improved in this study. 

 Basic Words: The new vocabularies are chosen from the highlighted words in 

the reading texts. 

 Bases and Teaching Assistances: The investigator appropriately selected the 

resources and the teaching aids such as the textbook, the assignments, the 

evaluation sheets, photos, pictures, white board and envelops with sheet paper 

that support the teacher to accomplish the learning objectives. 

 Procedures and Techniques: 

 Phase One: (Warming-up) it is the first phase of each lesson. The instructor 

prepared the learners to the new lesson through games and puzzles. This 

phase is very important to stimulate students' attention, bridging the gap in 

learning, activating their prior knowledge, and eliciting information. 

 Phase Two: (Before you read) the educator asks her learners questions about 

the title, accompanied pictures before they read the text, to predict what the 

text is about. 

 Phase Three: (While you read( students work in groups and practice 

scanning for specific information using Inquiry learning strategy according to 

the teachers‘ guidance in this respect. Students read the text, try to find the 

attained information. The students then receive feedback after group 

evaluation. 
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 Phase Four: (After you read( in this phase, teacher distributes working 

sheets ,students also in groups read the text, answer comprehension questions, 

analyze their answers, synthesize main ideas and evaluate the overall 

answers. After receiving feedback students determine the correct answers. 

 Phase Five:(Homework) The educator provides learners with homework 

such as gathering ideas about the topics of the lessons they have already 

learnt, constructing projects individually or in groups, or writing paragraphs 

on the topics they have learnt. 

 Provision of Time over Reading Lessons: Each lesson need two sessions of 

forty five minutes each. That means each passage of reading needs ninety 

minutes to be carried out. Consequently, the experiment takes eight sessions 

with total time of 360 minutes. 

 Validity of the Teacher's Guide: The investigator made sure of the validity 

of the teacher's guide by referring to a group of experienced supervisors, 

English specialists, and qualified teachers who have long experience in 

teaching. According to their recommendations and points of view, the 

researcher prepared the final draft with regard to all necessary modifications 

by the specialists until the guide is validated. 

3.7 Statistical Methods 

The researcher used many statistical techniques that were in tandem with the 

nature of the study; the data were collected and computed by using the Statistical 

Package for Social Sciences (SPSS IBM 22.0 version) as follows: 

1- Frequencies and Percentage to identify the results of content analysis card. 

2- Correlation Coefficient to check the validity of the test. 

3- Split-Half Coefficient to measure the reliability of the test.  

4- Difficulty equation to identify the difficulty of the test items. 

5- Discrimination equation to identify the discrimination coefficient of the test 

items. 

6- Kuder-Richardson (K-21) Formula to identify the reliability of the test. 
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7- Independent Samples T – Test was used to measure the differences between 

control and experimental groups. 

8- Effect size (Eta Square) to measure the effect size. 

Procedures of the Study   

To achieve the aims of the study, the researcher has followed the following 

procedures: 

1- Revising literature and earlier studies related to reading skills and Inquiry 

learning strategy. 

2- Selecting the units of reading comprehension in English for Palestine 9 student 

book as a sample of the study. 

3- Preparing the instruments of the study which are: 

- Reading comprehension skills checklist. 

- Pre and post-test reading comprehension skills test. 

- Self-regulation scale. 

4- Referring the experts and considering their comments and opinions for 

checking the validity of the instrument. 

5- Implementing the pre-test on a pilot study to find the validity and reliability of 

the test. 

6- Selecting the sample of the study that comprises the experimental group and 

the control one. 

7- Implementing the pre-test on the sample of the study and computing the 

results. 

8- Applying the experiment according to the teacher's guide on the experimental 

group while the control one was taught by the traditional method. 

9- Employing the post test on the experimental and control group and recording 

the results. 

10- Analyzing the data statistically by using appropriate statistical tools. 

11- Discussing the result of the study and giving recommendations and 

suggestions in the light of the results.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter IV 
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Chapter IV:  

 Data Analysis and Findings 

 

This chapter presents the research findings outlined in accordance with the 

research questions and hypotheses after the analysis of the findings by using 

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). The researcher employed 

frequencies, means and standard deviation. Independent samples T test, and paired 

samples T test. Furthermore, the researcher used effect size through (η²) to measure 

the extent to which the independent variable, inquiry learning strategy, had an effect 

on the dependent variable, the experimental group's performance level in test and 

scale. 

 

4.1 The answer of first question: 

What  are the  reading  comprehension  skills  intended  to  be  developed  

among  the  ninth  graders in English for Palestine 9 textbook? 

To answer the first question, the researcher developed reading comprehension 

checklist, and distributed it at many experts. Then the researcher determined the most 

important skills from the experts‘ responses. The researcher founded that the most 

important skills are as follows:- 

1) Identify the main idea of a reading text. 

2) Make predictions about content. 

3) Make inferences. 

4) Use context to guess meaning of unknown words. 

5) Recognize reference words. 

4.2 The answer of the second question: 

Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the total mean 

scores of the  reading  comprehension test between the students who learn 
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through using inquiry based learning (experimental group) and those who learn 

through the traditional method (control group) in the post-test? 

To answer the second question the researcher checked the first hypothesis by using 

(Independent Samples T test). Table (4.1) shows the differences between Control and 

Experimental Groups in post reading comprehension skills test: 

Table (4.1): Independent sample T Test for Differences between Control and 

Experimental Groups in post reading comprehension skills test 

Tool Group No. Mean Std. T Sig. η² 

Identify the main ideas 

of a reading text 

Control 38 2.80 0.664 

-8.312 0.000 0.482 
Experimental 38 4.132 0.742 

Make predictions about 

content 

Control 38 3.763 0.820 
-5.974 0.000 0.327 

Experimental 38 4.895 0.832 

Make inferences 
Control 38 6.421 1.734 

-7.381 0.000 0.427 

Experimental 38 9.132 1.455 

Use context to guess 

meaning of unknown 

words 

Control 38 7.342 1.56 

-9.237 0.000 0.535 
Experimental 38 10.740 1.64 

Recognize reference 

words 

Control 38 2.842 0.886 
-5.852 0.000 0.315 

Experimental 38 4.00 0.838 

Reading 

comprehension test 

Control 38 23.16 3.12 
-14.80 0.000 0.747 

Experimental 38 32.90 2.61 

* T table at (df = 74), (α ≤ 0.05) equal (2) 

Table (4.1) showed that Sig. value was less than (0.05), also T calculated was 

more than T tabled. So there were  statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in 

the total mean scores of the reading  comprehension test between the students who 

learn through using inquiry learning strategy (experimental group) and those who 

learn through the traditional method (control group) in the post-test. And these 

differences were in favor of experimental group. 
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To determine the effect size of inquiry strategy on developing reading 

comprehension the researcher used the following formula to calculate Eta Square 

(Afana, 2000: 42):  

    
  

      
 

T: the value of Test results. 

d.f: degree freedom. 

To determine the size of the effect, the researcher compares the value with 

the following table: 

Table (4.2): Level of size effect by Eta square 

Level Small Medium Large Very large 

η
2
 0.01 0.06 0.14 0.16 

The results showed that Eta Square equaled 0.747, so inquiry learning 

strategy had great impact on developing reading comprehension skills among 

Palestinian ninth graders.  

 

4.3 The answer of third question: 

Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in the total mean 

scores of self-regulation scale between the students who learn through using 

inquiry learning strategy (experimental group) and those who learn through the 

traditional method (control group) in the post application of the self-regulation 

scale? 

To answer the third question the researcher checked the second hypothesis by using 

(Independent Samples T test). Table (4.3) shows the results of the test: 
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Table (4.3): Paired sample T Test for Differences Between Control and 

Experimental Groups in post application of self-regulation scale 

Tool Group No. Mean Std. T Sig. η² 

Receiving relevant 

information 

Control 38 31.63 3.86 

-7.543 0.000 0.435 

Experimental 38 38.34 4.03 

Evaluating the 

information and 

comparing it to norms 

Control 38 31.92 5.73 

-7.572 0.000 0.440 

Experimental 38 39.74 2.80 

Triggering change 

Control 38 31.45 2.772 

-5.892 0.000 0.321 

Experimental 38 37.48 4.60 

Searching for options 

Control 38 34.32 4.33 

-6.837 0.000 0.392 

Experimental 38 40.10 3.02 

Formulating a plan 

Control 38 32.82 4.60 

-7.50 0.000 0.432 

Experimental 38 39.132 2.50 

Implementing the 

plan 

Control 38 33.50 5.89 

-5.114 0.000 0.2612 

Experimental 38 38.95 2.89 

Assessing the plan's 

effectiveness 

Control 38 33.632 4.77 

-6.841 0.000 0.390 

Experimental 38 40.474 3.92 

Self-regulation scale 

Control 38 229.16 23.14 

-17.9 0.000 0.813 

Experimental 38 274.184 18.23 

* T table at (df = 74), (α ≤ 0.05) equal (2) 

 

Table (4.3) showed that Sig. value was less than (0.05), also T calculated was 

more than T tabled. So there were statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in 

the total mean scores of self-regulation between the students who learn through using 

inquiry learning strategy (experimental group) and those who learn through the 

traditional method (control group) in the post application. 
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4.4 The answer of fourth question: 

Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) between the total mean 

scores of the experimental group students on a pre-application and their total 

mean scores on post application of the reading comprehension skills test?  

To answer this question the researcher checked the third hypothesis using (Paired 

Samples T test). Table (4.4) shows the results:- 

Table (4.4): Paired Samples T test differences between a pre and post reading 

comprehension skills test among experimental group 

Tool Application No. Mean Std. t Sig. η² 

Identify the main 

ideas of a reading 

text 

A pre 38 1.526 0.923 

15.2 0.000 0.862 

Post 38 4.132 0.742 

Make predictions 

about content 

A pre 38 2.00 0.772 

16.10 0.000 0.875 

Post 38 4.895 0.832 

Make inferences 

A pre 38 3.816 1.61 

18.33 0.000 0.900 

Post 38 9.132 1.46 

Use context to 

guess meaning of 

unknown words 

A pre 38 3.842 1.20 

23.45 0.000 0.936 

Post 38 10.74 1.70 

Recognize reference 

words 

A pre 38 1.816 0.692 

14.11 0.000 0.839 

Post 38 4.00 0.838 

Reading 

comprehension 

test 

A pre 38 13.00 2.72 

35.26 0.000 0.96 

Post 38 32.895 2.608 

* t table at (df = 37), (α ≤ 0.05) equal (2.02) 

Table (4.4) showed that sig. value was less than (0.05), and t calculated more 

than t table. So there were a statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) was 

between the total mean scores of the experimental group students on a pre-

application and their total mean scores on post application of the reading 
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comprehension skills test, and these differences were in favor of posttest. Also the 

results showed that eta square was more than (0.16) which indicate that inquiry 

learning strategy had high impact on reading comprehension.  

4.5 The answer of fifth question: 

Are there statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) between the 

total mean scores of the experimental group students on a pre-application and 

their total mean scores on post application of the self-regulation scale?  

To answer the fifth question the researcher checked the fourth hypothesis by using 

(Paired Samples T test). Table (4.4) shows the results:- 

 

Table (4.5): T test differences between a pre and post self-regulation scale 

among experimental group 

Tool Application No. Mean Std. T Sig. η² 

Receiving relevant 

information 

A pre 38 26.87 6.30 
9.85 0.000 0.589 

Post 38 38.34 4.03 

Evaluating the 

information and 

comparing it to norms 

A pre 38 27.16 7.32 

13.04 0.000 0.820 
Post 38 39.74 2.78 

Triggering change 
A pre 38 26.10 6.40 

11.76 0.000 0.788 
Post 38 37.47 4.32 

Searching for options 
A pre 38 28.10 7.80 

9.79 0.000 0.714 

Post 38 40.10 3.017 

Formulating a plan 

A pre 38 27.40 5.82 

12.13 0.000 0.799 
Post 38 39.13 2.50 

Implementing the 

plan 

A pre 38 26.50 6.20 
12.63 0.000 0.812 

Post 38 38.95 3.00 
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Tool Application No. Mean Std. T Sig. η² 

Assessing the plan's 

effectiveness 

A pre 38 30.26 4.63 
10.12 0.000 0.734 

Post 38 40.47 3.92 

Self-regulation scale 
A pre 38 192.30 25.91 

21.92 0.000 0.928 

Post 38 274.184 8.24 

* t table at (df = 37), (α ≤ 0.05) equal (2.02) 

 

Table (4.5) showed that sig. value was less than (0.05), and t calculated more 

than t table. So there were statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) was 

between the total mean scores of the experimental group students on a pre-

application and their total mean scores on post application of the self-regulation 

scale. And these differences were in favor of post application. Also the results 

showed that eta square was more than (0.16). 
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Chapter V:  

Discussion, Conclusions & Recommendations 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter discuss the finding of the study, provide a conclusion and 

recommendation. 

2.5 Discussion 

Finding reveled that inquiry learning strategy was so effective in  

enhancing the reading comprehension skills of Palestinian ninth graders. This 

result is consisted with that reached by, Nasmilah et.al (2015) who studied the 

effect of IBL on developing reading comprehension which revealed similar results 

and variables like the current studies developing reading comprehension, other 

studies like Maxwell & Lambeths‘ (2015), Simsek, Kabapinars‘ (2010), Yi Lees‘ 

(2014), , Olagoke et.al (2014), (2013), Levy, Wilensky (2011), Bayram, Oskay, 

Erdem, Ozgur and Sen (2013), Shamsudin, Abdullah & Yaamat (2013), Abdi (2014) 

and Duran & Dokme (2016)  that revealed the positive effect of inquiry strategy on 

developing academic achievement in general and students‘ attitude.  

 Asafadi (2017), Keshta (2016), Bakheet (2016), Al Aila (2015), Abdal Rahim 

(2015), Abu El- khair (2014),  Rothong(2013),  Esleem (2012),  Abed El Qader 

(2012), Al Udaini (2011), McKown and Barnett (2007) and Al-Tatari (2016) agreed 

with the researcher  in their studies on the important of different strategies on 

developing reading comprehension. 

            Hurk (2006), San, Roslan & Sabouripour (2016), Agustiani, Cahyad & Musa 

(2016), Ziadeh (2016),  Aladialeh, Alturkey & Alqemish (2008), Flowers (2013), 

Perry (2006),  Bezzina (2010) and Darcy, Sarette, Boghigian, Martin and Marley 

(2017) mentioned in their studies the significant of self-regulation on developing 

students personality, bahaviour, attitudes and academic achievement. 

The previous and current studies have homological results, since all the 

previous studies showed positive effect of using inquiry learning strategy on 
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developing students' learning and achievement as well as reading comprehension and 

self-regulation. 

Most importantly, all the previous studies are very new as three studies 

occurred in 2017, seven studies occurred in 2016, four in 2015,four in 2014 and 

twelve studies in 2013-2006. 

With regard to instruments, the previous studies displayed various tools. They 

included pre-test, post-test, interviews, observation, surveys, semi-structured 

interview and quasi- experimental design. 

The current study is different from the previous studies in the context it 

applied at which is the Palestinian context that considered a different one due to the 

blockade and it‘s also the first study in  Gaza that focus in the impact of inquiry 

learning strategy on developing reading comprehension and self-regulation. 

It might be reasonable to attribute this result due to the inductive way of 

teaching where the learning process is student-center, student digging deeper, 

investigate, plan, gather information, create answers and solutions, solve problems, 

evaluate, share answers, develop high thinking skills, develop critical thinking skills, 

face difficulties, acquire self-regulation (self-control, control their behavior, 

emotions and attitudes) and experience an amount of fun, excitement and 

enthusiasm. Inquiry learning strategy showed a remarkable effect on developing 

reading comprehension and self-regulation.  

5.3 Conclusions 

Within the limitation of the study and on the bases of the results obtained, the 

following have been reached: 

1- ILS enriches students with enhanced learning setting that was positively 

revealed in their reading skill in English. 

2- ILS inspired students to an independent practice of English language rather 

than direct instructions.  
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3- ILS developed collaborative thinking skills amongst participants. As students 

learned through exchanging ideas and learned from their own mistakes as well 

as mistakes of their partners. 

4- ILS gives great chances for low and intermediate achievers to get involved 

with high achievers and learn from them. 

5- ILS is a very valuable instrument for teaching English reading where 

participants in the experiment revealed extraordinary development in the post 

HOTs in reading skills test. 

6- ILS provided participants with a sense of ownership and authority which 

promoted participants' responsibility for thinking skills. 

7- ILS assisted the beginner students construct their self-confidence in reading 

in English language. This was recognizable because such interactive strategy 

enabled participants to remind their partners as well as encourage them to 

complete activities and requirements. 

8- ILS had superiority over the traditional method in teaching the mechanics of 

reading. 

9- ILS supported students with an effective learning environment that was 

positively reflected in their reading achievement. 

10- ILS motivated students towards an independent practice of English language 

rather than direct instruction. This was clear through the team work activities 

and assignments. 

11- ILS provided students with a great amount of fun, enjoyment, enthusiasm and 

variation to learn effectively. 

   5.4 Pedagogical Implications:  

The pedagogical implications of the results of the current study recommends 

that teachers should be aware of the degree their students need for each of the 

reading strategies, the features of each strategy, the methods and the time provisions 

that should be devoted to each strategy to achieve the intended results. 
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1. Alternative teaching techniques should be applied in Gazan English language 

classes to improve better learning. 

2. Teachers should not be the center of the educational processes. They should 

pass the responsibility to the students to accomplish their own learning and to 

build self-confidence and self-autonomy. 

3. Teachers should have to a choice to set the appropriate material and techniques 

that suit students‘ level and needs. 

4. Teachers should be aware of the strategies and techniques needed to increase 

language learning. 

5. Teachers should be selective while choosing and using techniques as they have 

to match each language skill with the level of students. 

6. English language competence and skills should be improved in Gazan classes 

through endless practice and extensive exposure to language. 

7. Student should be aware of the language learning strategies and the importance 

of the regular use of those strategies. 

8. Curricula and teaching techniques should focus on enhancing learning abilities 

and thinking skills which help learners to build meaning and to be creativity 

among students. 

9. Gathering ethical values should be the focus of reading activities. 

10. School and class setting should be provided with motivating elements to 

enhance students‘ eagerness and engagement in the learning process. 

 

5.5 Recommendations 

In view of the study results, practical suggestions are offered to meet the 

concerns of English educators, supervisors, education policy makers, educators and 

parents. Relevant recommendations are also introduced for further studies. 
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5.5.1 Curriculum designers and decision makers: 

-  To focus their attention to change, modify, organize and enrich English 

language curricula with more reading comprehension skills and subjects on 

developing self-regulation. 

- To increase English language periods to help teachers concentrate on learning 

quality.  

-  To supply schools with necessary materials for employing inquiry learning 

strategy among other strategies. 

5.5.2 Supervisors:  

- To prepare and distribute instructional materials that increase teachers' 

awareness of inquiry learning strategy significance and the necessity of using 

this strategy in teaching English and raising students‘ self-regulation. 

- To highlight the fact that inquiry learning strategy should not be measured as 

marginal activities, but as the strategy that should be used in different phases of 

the lesson. 

- To conduct training courses that help teachers improve their competencies of 

applying the inquiry learning strategy in their classes.  

- To conduct workshops aimed at familiarizing teachers with different language 

strategies. 

5.5.3 English language teachers:  

- To shift from the traditional teaching methods to communicative approach based 

on the students' real involvement in the teaching learning process. 

- To create an effective learning environment, and to use teachers‘ guide prepared 

by the researcher calling for the use of IBL in reading lessons.  

- To adopt modern techniques which improve students' participation and 

maximize their interaction in classes.  

- To change teachers‘ role from instructors who dominate the class into educators 

whose role is to help, guide and support the students to acquire language. 
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5.3.4 Recommendations for Further Studies 

Using the traditional method in teaching English does not make the intended 

effective learning in reading skills. The educational process still requires many 

researches including the strategies, the teacher, the students, the curriculum, the 

administration and the local community. The researcher suggests the following ideas 

and titles for further studies. 

 

1. Conducting more studies related to reading comprehension strategies in general. 

2. Carrying out more studies on using inquiry learning strategy in other skills such 

as listening, writing and speaking. 

3. Conducting more studies on:  

 The effectiveness of ILS on teaching problem solving 

 The impact of ILS on raising communicative skills  

 The effect of ILS on developing students‘ critical thinking skills 
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Appendix (1):  

List of Referees 

No. Name Place of work 

1 Adham Abu- Hatab Al-Aqsa University 

2 Haidar Abu Shawish The Ministry of Education 

3 Majed A. Salah The Ministry of Education 

4 Najah Al-Smery Al-Aqsa University 

5 Rana Al- Najar The Ministry of Education 

6 Samir Mukhaimar Al-Aqsa University 

7 Mona Al- Shesenah Al- Quds Open University 

8 Abeer Awoud UNRWA 

9 Noha Nijm UNRWA 

10 Mohammed. Z Al- Jadili The Ministry of Education 

11 Mohammed. I Al- Jadili The Ministry of Education 
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Appendix (2):  

English Reading Comprehension Skills Checklist for Ninth Graders 

 

 

 

 

 

English Reading Comprehension Skills Checklist for Ninth Graders 

Dear supervisor, \ Expert teacher; 

The researcher is conducting a study entitled " The Impact of Inquiry learning 

strategy on Developing Reading Comprehension and Self-Regulation among Ninth 

Graders in Gaza " to obtain master's degree in curriculum and English teaching 

Methods. 

One of the requirements of this study is to construct a checklist of the most 

important reading comprehension skills in order to build an achievement test (pre 

and post). Thus, the researcher has listed the aims of teaching reading comprehension 

skills for ninth graders in accordance with the guidelines set by the Palestinian 

Ministry of Education through the Palestinian curriculum development center, and as 

described in detail in the Ministry's English language curriculum first plan for public 

schools (1999). 

Because of the importance of your opinion and experience, you're kindly 

requested to look carefully at the list so as to determine the degree of importance for 

each reading comprehension skill. 

Many thanks for your kind cooperation 

The researcher 

  

 ــزةـــــغب الجـامعــــــــــة اإلســـــالميــة

 عمادة البحث العلمي والدراسات العليا

 كـليـــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــة التربية 

 ماجستيـر المنــاهــج وطــرق التدريس

The Islamic University of Gaza 

Deanship of Research and Graduate Studies 

 Faculty of Education 

Master of Curricula and Teaching Methods               
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Please, tick () in front of the suitable degree of importance for ninth graders' 

reading comprehension skills using the scale below:- 

No. Skills 
Very 

Important 
Important 

Slight 

Important 

1. 
Identify the main ideas of a reading 

text. 
   

2. 
Summarize the main ideas of a 

reading text. 
   

3. Make predictions about content.    

4. Make inferences.    

5. Identify supporting details.    

6. 
Use context to guess meaning of 

unknown words. 
   

7. Distinguish fact from opinion.    

8. Scan texts for specific information.    

9. Recognize reference words.    

10. 
Give personal and critical responses 

to texts, ideas and arguments. 
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Appendix (3):  

Reading Comprehension Skills Test Initial version 

 

 

 

 

 

The Exam 

Name: ………………………. Class: ……………………….. 

 

  
Mark 

 

  40 

 

Question (1). 

Read the following paragraph then answer the questions. (12 Marks) 

After Salah Al-Din had brought together large parts of the Muslim World, he turned 

to Jerusalem. The city had been in crusader hands all his life, and from 1182 he 

started preparing to free it from them. As a strong believer in God and the Prophet 

() (pbuh), he believed that he must do this. 

He prepared well, and in summer 1187, he defeated them at the Battle of Hittin. 

Weeks later, Jerusalem fell. For Muslims everywhere, this was a great moment. 

 

A) Suggest a title for the previous paragraph.    (1 Mark) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

B) Say what the underlined words refer to.    (1 Mark) 

…. and from 1182 he started preparing to free it from them. 

Say what the underlined words and phrases mean.   (2 Marks) 

……………, he turned to Jerusalem. 

Weeks later, Jerusalem fell. …………… 

 ــزةـــــغب الجـامعــــــــــة اإلســـــالميــة

 عمادة البحث العلمي والدراسات العليا

 كـليـــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــة التربية 

 المنــاهــج وطــرق التدريسماجستيـر 

The Islamic University of Gaza 

Deanship of Research and Graduate Studies 

 Faculty of Education 

Master of Curricula and Teaching Methods               
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C): complete the following sentence from the vocabulary box     (2 marks) 

 

   

 

 ………………… behaving well and in the same way to everyone. 

………………… not afraid of danger. 

 

Think and discuss.        (3 Marks) 

Salah Al-Din travelled great distances, but what were the problems in those 

days? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

D): Think carefully about the skills you need to have in a successful leader.  

(3 Marks) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

  

Brave – calm - fair - generous - intelligent - strong - warm 
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Question (2):- 

Read the following paragraph then answer the questions. (18 Marks) 

Istanbul is a city on two continents, with one foot in Asia and the other in 

Europe. It is not a capital city now: the capital of modern Turkey is Ankara. 

However, it used to be the capital of empires and is still a great world city today. Its 

name was Byzantium for 1,000 years, and it grew rich and powerful because East-

West trade routes passed through the city  along and across the Bosphorus. Then the 

Romans made it the capital of their eastern empire, and for the next 1,000 years 

people called it Constantinople. 

Then Constantinople fell to the Muslim Ottomans. This time, the city‘s name 

changed to Istanbul, and it became the heart of a huge empire that reached across 

large parts of Europe, Asia and North Africa. 

The Topkapi Palace was the center of its government. Here, the sultans lived 

and thousands more worked to rule the Ottoman Empire. Today, it is a huge museum 

with beautiful gardens and hundreds of rooms. These are full of fantastic collections 

of pictures, maps, jewellery and many other fascinating things. When you visit 

Topkapi, you must also see its famous ancient neighbours  the Blue Mosque and Aya 

Sofya. But there is much, much more to do: this is an exciting modern city of 14 

million people. East and West meet in its busy streets, markets and shops. And its 12 

million visitors a year never forget their time here. Istanbul is a very special place. 

A) Suggest a title for the previous paragraph. (1 Mark) 

……………………………………………………………………………..………… 

 

B) Read and add notes about Istanbul to complete the table.     (3 marks) 

The Place Is on two continents: ………………………. and …………………. 

Its name Has had three names: ……...….., ………... and …………….…… 

Its size Today, ………………….. live there. 

 

C) What else do you know about the history of (Byzantium)? (2 marks) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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D) Say what the underlined words refer to.    (3 marks) 

…………… people called it Constantinople. 

Here, the sultans lived, and …………… 

And its 12 million visitors a year never forget their time here. 

 

E) Say what the underlined words and phrases mean.    (3 marks) 

……………, with one foot in Asia and the other in Europe. 

…………… and is still a great world city today. 

…………… and thousands more worked … 

 

F): Discuss the following sentences in the light of your understanding the 

previous paragraph.        (6 marks) 

Istanbul is a mazing city own modernity and the past 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Question (3). 

Read the following paragraph then answer the questions. (10 Marks) 

Some of the world‘s oldest cities were built in Palestine, and they were constructed 

with excellent stone. This building stone and also marble were cut by our ancestors 

from the Holy Land itself. 

Today, the stone industry remains very important: with its beautiful colours and 

excellent quality, Palestinian stone is often preferred by architects round the world. 

Stone was not always produced as efficiently as it is now. In ancient times, it was 

very difficult to cut stone. Everything was done by hand, and it was slow, hard work. 

Now, however, technology has come to the rescue, and finished stone is produced 

very efficiently. 

A) Suggest a title for the previous paragraph.    (1 Mark) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

B) Say what the underlined words refer to.    (1 Mark) 

Everything was done by hand, ………… 

C) Say what the underlined words and phrases mean.    (3 Mark) 

………, Palestinian stone is often preferred by architects ……… 

………, technology has come to the rescue, ……… 

……… finished stone is produced very efficiently. 

D) Why stone was not always produced as efficiently as it is now (3 Mark) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

E) What important industries are there in your area?   (2 Mark) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Good Luck 
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Appendix (4):  

Reading Comprehension Skills Test last version 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Exam 

Name: ………………………. Class: ……………………….. 

 

  
Mark 

 

  40 

 

Question (1). 

Read the following paragraph then answer the questions. (12 Marks) 

After Salah Al-Din had brought together large parts of the Muslim World, he turned 

to Jerusalem. The city had been in crusader hands all his life, and from 1182 he 

started preparing to free it from them. As a strong believer in God and the Prophet 

() (pbuh), he believed that he must do this. 

He prepared well, and in summer 1187, he defeated them at the Battle of Hittin. 

Weeks later, Jerusalem fell. For Muslims everywhere, this was a great moment. 

A) Suggest a title for the previous paragraph.    (1 Mark) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B) Say what the underlined words refer to.    (2 Mark) 

  -  And from 1182 he started preparing to free it from them. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

- He defeated them at the Battle of Hittin. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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C) Read the passage and find the opposite of finished x …………… (1 Mark) 

 

D) complete the following sentence from the vocabulary box 

(2 marks) 

 

1-…………………behaving well and in the same way to everyone. 

2-…………………not afraid of danger 

 

E) Think and discuss.           (3 Marks) 

Salah Al-Din travelled great distances, but what were the problems in those 

days? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

F) Think carefully about the characteristics should be in a successful leader. 

                     (3Marks) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brave - fair - warm 
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Question (2):- 

Read the following paragraph then answer the questions.          (18 Marks) 

Istanbul is a city on two continents, with one foot in Asia and the other in Europe. It 

is not a capital city now: the capital of modern Turkey is Ankara. However, it used to 

be the capital of empires and is still a great world city today. Its name was 

Byzantium for 1,000 years, and it grew rich and powerful because East-West trade 

routes passed through the city along and across the Bosphorus. Then the Romans 

made it the capital of their eastern empire, and for the next 1,000 years people called 

it Constantinople. 

Then Constantinople fell to the Muslim Ottomans. This time, the city‘s name 

changed to Istanbul, and it became the heart of a huge empire that reached across 

large parts of Europe, Asia and North Africa. 

A) Suggest a title for the previous paragraph.    (1 Mark) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B) Read and add notes about Istanbul to complete the table. 

(2 marks) 

The Place Is on two continents: ………………. and ……………. 

Its name Has had three names: …….……..,…….…….. and ………… 

 

C) What else do you know about the history of (Byzantium)?  (2 marks) 

…………………………………………………………………………….…………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………….…… 

…………………………………………………………………………………….…… 

 

D) Read the passage again and find the correct answer.    (4 marks) 

1-"people called it Constantinople " the underlined pronoun refers to: 

    (Istanbul- Turkey- Damascus) 

2- The opposite of ancient is: 

    (Great- modern -powerful) 

3- Find the synonym of arrived 

    (find-discovered-reached) 

4- The capital of modern Turkey is  

    (Ankara- Ottoman Empire- Europe) 
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E) Read and mark the sentences True (/) or False(x).              (3 marks) 

1. Istanbul is a city on three continents Asia, Europe and Africa (    ) 

2. The capital of modern Turkey is Istanbul          (   ) 

3. Muslims made Istanbul the capital of their eastern empire, and called it 

Constantinople             (     ) 

 

F): Discuss the following sentences in the light of your understanding of the 

previous paragraph.                                (6 marks) 

Istanbul grow rich and powerful 

…………………………………………………………………………….…………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………….…… 

…………………………………………………………………………………….…… 

…………………………………………………………………………….…………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………….…… 

…………………………………………………………………………………….…… 
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Question (3). 

Read the following paragraph then answer the questions.                 (10Marks) 

Some of the world‘s oldest cities were built in Palestine, and they were constructed 

with excellent stone .This building stone and also marble were cut by our ancestors 

from the Holy Land itself. 

Today, the stone industry remains very important: with its beautiful colours and 

excellent quality, Palestinian stone is often preferred by architects round the world. 

Stone was not always produced as efficiently as it is now. In ancient times, it was 

very difficult to cut stone. Everything was done by hand, and it was slow, hard work. 

Now, however, technology has come to the rescue, and finished stone is produced 

very efficiently. 

A) Suggest a title for the previous paragraph.    (1 Mark) 

...... ............................................................................................................................ 
 

B) Say what the underlined word refers to.    (1 Mark) 

" with its beautiful colors " 

.................................................................................................................................. 
  

C) Read and mark the sentences true (/) or false(x).   (2Mark) 

1. Some of the world‘s oldest cities were built in Palestine  (   ) 

2. Stone industry remains very important    (   )         
 

D) Find the meaning of the following words:                        (2Mark) 

Word Meaning 

Built ……………………. 

Pretty ……………………. 

                            

E) Why is Palestinian stone often preferred by architects round the world? 

          (2Mark) 

.................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................. 

F) What important industries are there in your area?   (2Mark) 

.................................................................................................................................. 

....................... ...........................................................................................................  

.................................................................................................................................. 

Good Luck 
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Appendix (5):  

Self-Regulation scale – Arabic Copy 
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Appendix (6): 

 Self-Regulation scale – English Copy 

(Aubrey & Brown, 1994) scale 

Dear students: 

The researcher is conducting a study to obtain The Impact of Inquiry learning 

strategy on Developing Reading Comprehension and Self-Regulation among Ninth 

Graders in Gaza. 

To achieve the aims of the study, the researcher prepared a scale for 

measuring your self-regulation. So you are kindly requested to read carefully each 

paragraph and tick √ for the correct choice as shown below.  

   

No. Items 
Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

1. 
I usually keep track of my 

progress toward my goals.  

 
   

 

 

It should be kept in your mind that all the given information will be for 

research goals and you are going to decide your attitudes carefully. 
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Self-Regulation scale:- 

No. Items 
Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

1. 
I usually keep track of my 

progress toward my goals.  
     

2. 
My behavior is not that 

different from other people's.  
     

3. 
Others tell me that I keep 

on with things too long.  
     

4. 
I doubt I could change 

even if I wanted to.  
     

5. 
I have trouble making up 

my mind about things.  
     

6. 
I get easily distracted from 

my plans.  
     

7. 
I reward myself for 

progress toward my goals.  
     

8. 

I don't notice the effects of 

my actions until it's too 

late.  

     

9. 
My behavior is similar to 

that of my friends.  
     

10. 

It's hard for me to see 

anything helpful about 

changing my ways.  

     

11. 
I am able to accomplish 

goals I set for myself.  
     

12. I put off making decisions.       

13. 

I have so many plans that 

it's hard for me to focus on 

any one of them.  
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No. Items 
Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

14. 

I change the way I do 

things when I see a 

problem with how things 

are going.  

     

15. 

It's hard for me to notice 

when I've Ahad enough 

(food, sweets).  

     

16. 
I think a lot about what 

other people think of me.  
     

17. 

I am willing to consider 

other ways of doing 

things.  

     

18. 

If I wanted to change, I 

am confident that I could 

do it.  

     

19. 

When it comes to deciding 

about a change, I feel 

overwhelmed by the choices.  

     

20. 

I have trouble following 

through with things once 

I've made up my mind to 

do something.  

     

21. 
I don't seem to learn from 

my mistakes.  
     

22. 

I'm usually careful not to 

overdo it when working, 

eating, drinking.  

     

23. 
I tend to compare myself 

with other people.  
     

24. 
I enjoy a routine, and like 

things to stay the same.  
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No. Items 
Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

25. 
I have sought out advice or 

information about changing.  
     

26. 

I can come up with lots of 

ways to change, but it's 

hard for me to decide 

which one to use.  

     

27. 
I can stick to a plan that's 

working well.  
     

28. 

I usually only have to 

make a mistake one time 

in order to learn from it.  

     

29. 
I don't learn well from 

punishment.  
     

30. 
I have personal standards, 

and try to live up to them.  
     

31. I am set in my ways.       

32. 

As soon as I see a problem 

or challenge, I start looking 

for possible solutions.  

     

33. 
I have a hard time setting 

goals for myself.  
     

34. I have a lot of willpower.       

35. 

When I'm trying to change 

something, I pay a lot of 

attention to how I'm doing.  

     

36. 

I usually judge what I'm 

doing by the consequences 

of my actions.  

     

37. 
I don't care if I'm different 

from most people.  
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No. Items 
Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

38. 

As soon as I see things 

aren't going right I want to 

do something about it.  

     

39. 

There is usually more than 

one way to accomplish 

something.  

     

40. 

I have trouble making 

plans to help me reach my 

goals.  

     

41. 
I am able to resist 

temptation.  
     

42. 
I set goals for myself and 

keep track of my progress. 
     

43. 
Most of the time I don't pay 

attention to what I'm doing.  
     

44. 
I try to be like people 

around me.  
     

45. 

I tend to keep doing the 

same thing, even when it 

doesn't work.  

     

46. 

I can usually find several 

different possibilities when I 

want to change something.  

     

47. 
Once I have a goal, I can 

usually plan how to reach it.  
     

48. 
I have rules that I stick by 

no matter what.  
     

49. 

If I make a resolution to 

change something, I pay a 

lot of attention to how I'm 

doing.  
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No. Items 
Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

50. 

Often I don't notice what 

I'm doing until someone 

calls it to my attention.  

     

51. 
I think a lot about how I'm 

doing.  
     

52. 
Usually I see the need to 

change before others do.  
     

53. 
I'm good at finding different 

ways to get what I want.  
     

54. I usually think before I act.       

55. 

Little problems or 

distractions throw me off 

course.  

     

56. 
I feel bad when I don't 

meet my goals. 
     

57. I learn from my mistakes.       

58. I know how I want to be.       

59. 
It bothers me when things 

aren't the way I want them.  
     

60. 
I call in others for help 

when I need it.  
     

61. 

Before making a decision, 

I consider what is likely to 

happen if I do one thing or 

another.  

     

62. I give up quickly.       

63 
I usually decide to change 

and hope for the best.  
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Appendix (7): 

 Teacher Guide 

 

For teaching reading lesson (5) in the units (4-5-6) in English for Palestine 9 

according to Inquiry strategy 

Dear teacher, 

As you know, English for Palestine (9) curriculum concentrates a lot on the 

reading skills. Whereas there is one reading lessons per unit with a long passage 

comprising different topics followed by comprehension questions. This is what the 

researcher focused on. This guide was prepared to aid the teachers to teach lesson (5 

& 6) in units 4,5,6 and  it provides teachers with variety of activities which may 

activate  and develop the students' higher order thinking by using Inquiry strategy in 

the content area, context of materials presentation, and lexical items in the text under 

the guidance of the teacher.   In other words, the students will be able to analyze, 

synthesize and evaluate their reading texts.  

    Through these activities, the students are encouraged to develop an 

awareness of how they learn a language with more concentration on analysis, 

synthesis and evaluation in reading skills. And to recognize that they are responsible 

for their own progress by using Inquiry strategy. 

These activities will encourage student centered approach by involving the 

students in the tasks and discover knowledge by themselves under the guidance of 

the teacher. 

In other words, the students build their own knowledge as learning is 

contextual and happen when the students learn in relationship to what they already 

know. If learning is related to their life and belief, the study will be interesting and 

understandable. At that point, learning becomes active and social as the students 

cannot isolate learning from their lives. 

Therefore, the activities, which are prepared for the current study will help 

the teacher to assist student encounter a confused situation which leads them to 

search for solutions after explaining and comprehending the context. This means that 

students are going to be more responsible for their learning. The main tool in these 

activities is doing what helps the students to discover knowledge under the teacher's 

guidance.  

The definition of Inquiry strategy:- 

It is an instructional strategy that can be used to assist teachers in activating 

students` HOTs in reading skills. For this activity, the instructor presents one or 
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multiple instructor- or student-generated problems, questions, or cases. Each team of 

students records the problem or problem choice on an envelope and works as a team 

on solutions or responses to the problem on a separate piece of paper. After an 

allotted time, the team inserts their response in the envelope and passes their 

envelope to a second team. The second team cannot look at the first team‘s response. 

Rather, they must work on their own response to the problem on the envelope, which 

they insert into the envelop after the allotted time has passed. A third team must 

either synthesize the first two teams‘ answers or synthesize their own answers with 

the first two teams before presenting the solutions to the class. 

In Send A Problem, student teams participate in a series of problem solving 

rounds, and then evaluate alternative solutions offered by the different groups. 

Groups of two to four students work on different problems during the same 

period of time.    Each group receives a problem, discusses issues, and offers possible 

solutions.  Problems can reflect a variety of complex questions, often without one 

right answer.  Teams record their solutions for later evaluation.  Each group then 

passes the problem to another group, which also contributes a solution and passes the 

problem on.  After a number of rounds, time is called and each group evaluates and 

selects a best solution for one of the problems and reports their conclusion to the 

class.   

Send A Problem nurtures collaborative problem solving and related thinking 

skills. The process encourages creativity in problem solving and emphasizes the 

value of different perspectives.  Originally used in class, Send-A-Problem can be 

adapted for online learning through use of online forums. 

 

The teacher's guide consists of the following: 

1. The general aims of the lessons include in the study. 

2. Learning objectives of each lesson. 

3. Teaching resources. 

4. Activities used by the teachers to help students in learning  

5. Procedures to be followed by the teachers. 

6. Worksheets and evaluation. 

General Aim:- 

The lesson plan and the activities targeted rising students HOTs in reading skills in 

English for Palestine for the 9
th

 graders. 
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Specific Objectives:- 

By the end of the lessons students are expected to be able to: 

1. Analyze text for setting, theme, Characters, etc. 

2. Realize meaning of strange words from context 

3. Transmit text to personal experience, or assessment 

4. Synthesis information from several sources 

5. Summarize a reading text 

6. Say her point of view towards the text. 

7. Evaluate text for accuracy of information, soundness of arguments, etc. 

The teacher's intervention in the Inquiry learning strategy could be categorized: 

1- Providing data: The teacher helps students activate their prior knowledge and 

that helps in preparing them for the new one.  

2- The teacher motivates students with the lesson by open dialogues and exchange 

questions. 

3- Activate the students: This component defines exercises and            activities 

which are planned to get students using language as freely and communicatively 

as they can. For the students it is not their object to focus on language 

construction but for to use all and any language which may be suitable for a 

given condition or topic such as role-play, draw picture, and writing. 

4- Giving feedback, the teacher gives feedback about students learning by checking 

their sheets and rating their answer. 

5- Re capping/ summarizing: the teacher helps students to summarize the lesson. 
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Unit 4 / a great leader 

Lessons 5  

Objectives: By the end of this lesson, Ss are expected to be able to: 

- Read the text about "Salah Al-Din" to predict the content. 

- Guess the meaning of words through context. 

- Skim the text to get a general idea about the lesson. 

- Scan the text for specific details. 

Key Vocabulary : 

Battle, defeat, die, God, peace, prophet, respect, crusade, believe, feel. 

 

Step Procedures 

Warming up Greetings –play the gloomy face and happy face game.  

Pre-requisite 

T asks the Ss to read the title of the lesson " Salah Al-Din 

(1138 – 1193): a leader ahead of his time"  

T activates the Ss to mention things regarding the word 

―Salah Al-Din ". What do you expect to find inside the text? 

(spidergram) 

 

Presentation of the 

new vocabulary 

 

T introduces the new vocabulary using the suitable 

technique to convey the meaning. (pictures – word 

cards–  in context …) 

T holds the word card and its picture.  

T says the word three times. T checks the Arabic meaning. 

Drills. 

T gets some ss to read out the words. 

Ss in groups,do an activity (Vocabulary word maps) 

 

Introduction to the 

lesson 

 

T. elicits information from Ss by asking them certain 

questions about the pictures in the textbook.What can you 

see in the picture? What do you think the text will be about? 

What do you know about this leader ?  

T discusses answers and encourages them to express their 

opinions. 
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Step Procedures 

Pre- reading 

questions 

T asks SS to read the text quickly not intensively to answer the pre-

reading questions. T. checks their answers 

While-reading phase 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Post-reading phase 

 

 

Through inquiry chart students will : 

Find the question that matters: 

T divides  the text into five paragraphs.T asks Ss to read paragraph 

no.1 silently in order to formulate questions for investigation. 

T give Ss I-chart to type question that matters 

T assigns some students to write their questions on the board . 

T asks Ss to add the questions written on the board to their I-chart . 

Gathering information through research: 

T asks Ss to scan the paragraph in student book to select answers . 

T asks Ss to scan the trade book or the article to find additional 

information 

Ss revise the ideas and interpret information. 

Create-Shaping the new information: 

Ss gather the new information into a schema and create a product 

T guides Ss to choose the adequate procedure to accomplish the task. 

Ss record information in the I-chart . 

Discuss- Sharing discoveries: 

Ss share their information through answering the questions loudly. T 

checks their answers and writes them on the board. SS checks their 

answers. 

Reflect- Looking over their insights: 

T asks Ss what they have learned, what they should have done 

So that Ss come up with brief summary for each question in the I-

chart 
T asks Ss if  new questions have developed…etc 

T give Ss a sense of accomplishment and encourage them to do 

more.T with the help of the Ss repeat this technique with the other 

paragraphs. 

Textbook Activity 1 

 

Textbook Activity 2 

 

 
 

Summative 

Evaluation 

 

 

 

 

Homework 

 

Rounding up 

 

Ss scan the text to answer the questions from the book: - Read and 

complete the notes: T checks Ss answers on B.B. 

Ss have enough time to read the text in details to do the task. T 

selects two pairs of students.T. asks a good student to read the first 

question and another to answer. T checks Ss answers. 
 

Decide whether the following sentences are True or False: 

1. Most of the crusaders died or went home.(     ) 

2. Salah Al-Din won the Battle of Hittin.(   ) 

T checks answers 
 

Ss do at home the exercises on Workbook at page 45. 

 

T asks Ss to complete a Graphic organizer distrbuted to them 

inorder to arrange information  . 

Greetings / Goodbye. 
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Unit 5 / a day in Istanbul 

Lessons 5  

Objectives: By the end of this lesson, Ss are expected to be able to: 

- Read the text about "Introducing Istanbul" to predict the content. 

- Guess the meaning of words through context. 

- Skim the text to get a general idea about the lesson. 

- Scan the text for specific details. 

Key Vocabulary : 

Continent, empire, government, jewellery, Powerful, reach, sultan, trade, the 

Bosphorus, 

Byzantium, Constantinople, the Ottoman Empire. 

 

Step  Procedures 

Warming up Greetings –play the gloomy face and happy face game. Ss 

put the letters in a chronological sequence in order to make 

the word " Istanbul " 

Pre-requisite  T asks the Ss to read the title of the lesson " Introducing 

Istanbul "  

T activates the Ss to mention things regarding the word 

―Istanbul".  

What do you expect to find inside the text? (spidergram) 

Presentation of the 

new vocabulary 

 

T introduces the new vocabulary using the suitable 

technique to convey the meaning. (pictures – word 

cards–  in context …) 

T holds the word card and its picture.  

T says the word three times. T checks the Arabic meaning. 

Drills. 

T gets some ss to read out the words. 

Ss in groups,do an activity (Vocabulary word maps) 

 

 

T. elicits information from Ss by asking them certain 

questions about the pictures in the textbook.What can you 

see in the picture? What do you think the text will be about? 
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Step  Procedures 

 

 

 

 

Introduction to the 

lesson 

 

 

Pre- reading 

questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While-reading phase 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you know about this city?  Have you ever went 

there ? Do you like to go their ? 

T discusses answers and encourages them to express their 

opinions. 

 

T asks SS to read the text quickly not intensively to answer 

the pre-reading questions. T. checks their answers.  

 

 

Through inquiry chart students will : 

Find the question that matters: 

T divides  the text into five paragraphs.T asks Ss to read 

paragraph no.1 silently in order to formulate questions for 

investigation. 

T give Ss I-chart to type question that matters 

T assigns some students to write their questions on the 

board . 

T asks Ss to add the questions written on the board to their 

I-chart . 

 

Gathering information through research: 

T asks Ss to scan the paragraph in student book to select 

answers . 

T asks Ss to scan the trade book or the article to find 

additional information 

Ss revise the ideas and interpret information.  

Create-Shaping the new information: 

Ss gather the new information into a schema and create a 

product  

T guides Ss to choose the adequate procedure to accomplish 

the task. 

Ss record information in the I-chart . 
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Step  Procedures 

 

 

 

 

Post-reading phase 

 

 

 

 

Textbook Activity 1 

 

Textbook Activity 2 

 

 

Summative 

Evaluation 

 

Homework 

Rounding up 

 

Discuss- Sharing discoveries: 

Ss share their information through answering the questions 

loudly. T checks their answers and writes them on the 

board. SS checks their answers.  

Looking over their insights:  -Reflect  

T asks Ss what they have learned, what they should have 

done 

So that Ss come up with brief summary for each question 

in the I-chart 

T asks Ss if  new questions have developed…etc  

T give Ss a sense of accomplishment and encourage them to 

do more.T with the help of the Ss repeat this technique with 

the other paragraphs. 

 

Ss scan the text to answer the questions from the book: - 

Read and complete the notes: T checks Ss answers on B.B. 

Ss have enough time to read the text in details to do the 

task. T selects two pairs of students.T. asks a good student 

to read the first question and another to answer. T checks Ss 

answers. 

 

Decide whether the following sentences are True or 

False: 

1. The Ottoman Empire reached across two continents.(     ) 

2. Istanbul used to be a big and important city.(   ) 

T checks answers 

 

Ss do at home the exercises on Workbook at page 57. 
 

T asks Ss to complete a Graphic organizer distrbuted 

to them inorder to arrange information  .  

Greetings / Goodbye. 
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Unit 6 / Palestinian success stories 

Lessons 5  

Objectives: By the end of this lesson, Ss are expected to be able to: 

- Read the text about ―STONE an ancient industry with a great future"   to 

predict the content. 

- Guess the meaning of words through context. 

- Skim the text to get a general idea about the lesson. 

- Scan the text for specific details. 

Key Vocabulary : 

Advantage, by hand, efficient(ly), factory, industry, 

Marble, per cent (%), point (.), provide, quarry, architecture, produce, holy land 

  

Step  Procedures 

Warming up Greetings –play the gloomy face and happy face game.  

Pre-requisite  

T asks the Ss to read the title of the lesson " STONE an 

ancient industry with a great future "  

What do you expect to find inside the text? (spidergram) 

 

Presentation of the 

new vocabulary 

 

T introduces the new vocabulary using the suitable 

technique to convey the meaning. (pictures – word 

cards–  in context …) 

T holds the word card and its picture.  

T says the word three times. T checks the Arabic meaning. 

Drills. 

T gets some ss to read out the words. 

Ss in groups,do an activity (Vocabulary word maps) 

 

Introduction to the 

lesson 

 

 

T. elicits information from Ss by asking them certain 

questions about the pictures in the textbook.What can you see 

in the picture? What do you think the text will be about? Who 

have ever been to a factory?  

T discusses answers and encourages them to express their 

opinions. 
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Step  Procedures 

 

Pre- reading 

questions 

 

 

While-reading 

phase 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T asks SS to read the text quickly not intensively to answer 

the pre-reading questions. T. checks their answers.  

 

 

Through inquiry chart students will : 

Find the question that matters: 

T divides  the text into five paragraphs.T asks Ss to read 

paragraph no.1 silently in order to formulate questions for 

investigation. 

T give Ss I-chart to type question that matters 

T assigns some students to write their questions on the board . 

T asks Ss to add the questions written on the board to their I-

chart . 

 

Gathering information through research: 

T asks Ss to scan the paragraph in student book to select 

answers . 

T asks Ss to scan the trade book or the article to find 

additional information 

Ss revise the ideas and interpret information.  

Create-Shaping the new information: 

Ss gather the new information into a schema and create a 

product  

T guides Ss to choose the adequate procedure to accomplish 

the task. 

Ss record information in the I-chart . 

Discuss- Sharing discoveries: 

Ss share their information through answering the questions 

loudly. T checks their answers and writes them on the board. 

SS checks their answers.  
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Step  Procedures 

 

Post-reading phase 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Textbook Activity 1 

 

Textbook Activity 2 

 

 

 

Summative 

Evaluation 

 

 

Homework 

Rounding up 

 

Looking over their insights:  -Reflect  

T asks Ss what they have learned, what they should have done 

So that Ss come up with brief summary for each question 

in the I-chart 

T asks Ss if  new questions have developed…etc  

T give Ss a sense of accomplishment and encourage them to 

do more.T with the help of the Ss repeat this technique with 

the other paragraphs. 

 

Ss scan the text to answer the questions from the book: - Read 

and complete the notes: T checks Ss answers on B.B. 

Ss have enough time to read the text in details to do the task. T 

selects two pairs of students.T. asks a good student to read the 

first question and another to answer. T checks Ss answers. 

 

Decide whether the following sentences are True or False: 

1. Stone from another country was used for building 

in Palestine in ancient times.          (       ) 

2. Technology has made stone production a little 

more efficient than it used to be.    (       ) 

T checks answers 

 

Ss do at home the exercises on Workbook at page 69. 

 

T asks Ss to complete a Graphic organizer distrbuted to 

them inorder to arrange information  .  

Greetings / Goodbye. 
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Spider gram 

 

Vocabulary word map  

 

I chart  
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Appendix (8):  
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